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Nitric!oxide!(NO)!is!a!highly!diffusible,!reactive,!membrane!permeable!gas!which!acts! as! a! signalling! molecule! in! a! wide! variety! of! tissues! including! the! brain!(Moncada!et!al.,!1991).!This!introduction!will!outline!the!production,!expression!and!regulation!of!nitric!oxide!in!the!brain.!Also!included!will!be!a!brief!outline!of!its!signalling!pathways!and!its!role!in!neuronal!synaptic!plasticity!with!particular!regard! to! nitric! oxide’s! role! as! a! retrograde! signalling! molecule! in! midbrain!dopaminergic!neurons.!!The!primary!focus!of!this!project!is!on!nNOS!expression!in!the!VTA!and!endogenous!inhibition!of!NO!production!in!this!area.!!
 !Nitric!oxide!!2.1.
2.1.1. Discovery%The!physiological!importance!of!NO!first!came!to!light!with!the!discovery!of!NO!as! a! vascular! smooth! muscle! relaxant.! In! 1980! Furchgott! and! Zawadzki!discovered! that! endothelial! cells! were! necessary! for! the! full! effects! of!acetylcholineJinduced!relaxation!of!rabbit!thoracic!aorta.!They!hypothesised!that!acetylcholine!was!acting!on!muscarinic!receptors!in!endothelial!cells!stimulating!them! to! release! a! substance! which! activated! relaxation! of! vascular! smooth!muscle!(Furchgott!and!Zawadzki,!1980).!The!substance,!as!yet!unidentified,!was!named!endotheliumJderived!relaxing!factor!(EDRF)!(Furchgott,!1983).!!Concurrently!NO!was!discovered!as!a!vasodilator!working!through!the!activation!of! guanylate! cyclase! and! the! subsequent! elevation! of! cyclic! guanosine! 3’:5’Jmonophosphate! (cGMP).!Around! this! time!acetylcholine!mediated!relaxation!of!
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vascular! smooth!muscle!was! also! found! to! be! dependent! on! elevated! levels! of!cGMP! similar! to! that! of! nitric! oxide.! However! it! was! not! until! 1987! that!endotheliumJderived!relaxing!factor!(EDRF),!was!identified!as!being!NO.!Palmer!et! al! demonstrated! that!EDRF!and!NO!1)!had! the! same! rate! of! action!2)!had! a!similar!halfJlife!and!3)! the!concentrationJdependant!muscle!relaxation!of!EDRF!was! not! significantly! different! than! that! of! NO.! In! addition! the! effects! of! both!substances!were! inhibited!by!haemoglobin! (Palmer!et! al.,! 1987).!Following! the!identification!of!EDRF!as!NO,!various!other!physiological!and!pathophysiological!roles!of!NO!have!been!identified! in!numerous!different!cell! types!(Vallance!and!Leiper,!2002).!!
2.1.2. Production%of%NO%NO! is! synthesized! by! the! intracellular! enzymes! nitric! oxide! synthase! (NOS).!Three! isoforms! of! NOS! have! been! found! neuronal! ! (nNOS),! endothelial! and!induced!(iNOS)!NOS.!Knowles!et!al!illustrated!that!the!addition!of!LJarginine!and!reduced!nicotinamide!adenine!dinucleotide!phosphate! (NADPH)! to! incubations!of!synaptosomal!cytosol! induced!the!production!of!NO!and!citrulline.!They!also!showed!that!this!reaction!was!calcium!(Ca2+)!dependent.!!The!authors!suggested!that! this! soluble! enzyme! found! in! synaptosomal! cytosol! was! similar! to! NO!forming! enzymes! found! endothelium! and! activated! macrophages,! although!subtle! differences! existed! between! the! three! (Knowles! et! al.,! 1989).! It! is! now!known! that! the! NOS! family! of! enzymes! oxidize! arginine! to! produce! NO! and!citrulline! in!a!NADPHJdependent! reaction.!LJcitrulline! is! then!synthesized!back!to! arginine! by! the! sequential! actions! of! argininosuccinate! synthetase! and!arginosuccinase!(Garthwaite,!1991).!
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2.1.3. Isoforms%of%NOS%The! enzymes! producing! NO! were! initially! identified! in! endothelium,! the!cerebellum!and!activated!macrophages!(Hibbs!et!al.,!1987;!Knowles!et!al.,!1989;!Nishida! et! al.,! 1992).! It!was! later! established! that,! in! addition! to!differences! in!tissue!specificity,!different!genes!encode!these!3!isoforms!of!NOS.!BrainJderived!NOS!cDNA!analysis!revealed!a!60%!shared!identity!in!the!aminoJacid!sequence!of!endotheliumJderived!NOS.!Whereas!the!sequence!identity!between!macrophage!NOS!and!endotheliumJderived!NOS!was!50%!(Lamas!et!al.,!1992).!Endothelium!(eNOS/NOS2)!and!brainJ!derived!NOS!(nNOS/NOS1)!were!named!after!the!tissue!in!which! they!where! first! found,! are! calcium!dependent! and! are! constitutively!expressed,!producing!basal!levels!of!NO!in!picomolar!concentrations!(Knowles!et!al.,! 1989;! Moncada! et! al.,! 1991;! Nishida! et! al.,! 1992).! NO! production! by! these!isoforms! is! transient,! lasting! seconds! or! minutes.! In! contrast! iNOS! is! not!dependent!on!rises!in!calcium!and!produces!large!quantities!of!NO!continuously,!in!the!nanomolar!range!(Cho!et!al.,!1992).!iNOS!is!widely!distributed!in!activated!inflammatory!cell!populations!and!is!greatly!upJregulated!following!an!immune!response!(Xie!et!al.,!1992).!!!The! rest!of! this! introduction!will!be!primarily! focussed!on!nNOS.! In! regards! to!physiological! NO! production! in! the! brain,! the! most! important! NOS! isoform! is!nNOS!as!this! is! the!principle!source!of!brain!NO!under!physiological!conditions!(Demas!et!al.,!1999;!Huang!et!al.,!1993)!!
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2.1.3.1. nNOS)The! importance! of! NO! in! the! brain! was! first! discovered! in! the! 1980’s! by!Garthwaite! et! al! who! found! that! NO! is! released! from! neurons! following! the!activation!of!NJmethylJuJaspartic!acid!(NMDA)!receptors,!resulting!in!an!increase!in! cyclic! GMP! (cGMP)! (Garthwaite! et! al.,! 1988).! Garthwaite! et! al! correctly!hypothesised! that! the! rise! in! intracellular! calcium,!which! follows! activation! of!NMDA!receptors!by!glutamate,!stimulates!nNOS!to!produce!NO.!!nNOS! is! expressed! in! brain! as!well! as! peripheral! tissues.!Organs! in!which! it! is!highly! expressed! include! brain,! kidney! and! gut! (Huang! et! al.,! 1993).! The!development! of! an! nNOS! knockout! mouse! in! the! early! 1990s! revealed! that!neither! overall! brain! structure! nor! the! morphology! of! neurons! that! normally!express!nNOS!was!changed!in!the!mutant!mice.!Authors!also!found!that!neither!reproduction!nor!kidney! functions!was! affected! in! these!mutant!mice,! but! that!they!did!contain!enlarged!stomachs!(Huang!et!al.,!1993).!!!The! strength! and! pattern! of! nNOS! expression! varies! greatly! throughout! the!brain.! Intracellular! expression! of! nNOS! has! been! found! in! both! soma! and!neuronal! processes! depending! on! the! types! of! neurons! in! which! they! are!expressed.! nNOS! expression! in! the! brain! has! been! widely! reported! to! be!restricted!to!neurons,!but!there!have!been!some!immunohistochemical!reports!of!nNOS!expression!in!glial!cells!of!the!cerebellum!(Bredt!et!al.,!1990;!Schmidt!et!al.,!1992).! Interestingly,! nNOS! protein! expression! has! been! shown! to! be! upJregulated! in! discrete! areas! of! the! brain! in! response! to! external! stimuli! for!example!stress!(Hori!et!al.,!2005).!!
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2.2.1. Classical%%Classical! NOJsignalling! is! cyclic! GMP! dependent.! NO! selectively! activates! the!enzyme! soluble! guanylate! cyclase,! leading! to! the! generation! of! cGMP,! and! the!activation!of!cGMPJdependent!protein!kinases!(Gruetter!et!al.,!1981).!
2.2.1.1. NO)and)signalling)in)the)brain))The! diffusive! nature! of! NO! means! it! is! not! constrained! by! the! spatial! and!directional!constraints!of!conventional!neurotransmitters!and!can!thus!influence!many!different!tissue/structures!in!the!vicinity!(Garthwaite!and!Boulton,!1995).!In!this!capacity!NO!is!well!suited!to!act!as!a!neuromodulator.!The!classical!model!of!NO’s!neuromodulatory!actions!have!been!based!primarily!on!early!studies!of!NO!in!the!cerebellum:!Glutamate!released!from!presynaptic!terminals!results!in!the! activation! of! NMDA! receptors! on! postsynaptic! terminals! causing! the!production!of!NO,!which!then!diffuses!out!and!activates!soluble!guanylate!cyclase!
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in! one! or! both! of! the! two! closest! targets:! the! preJsynaptic! terminal(s)! and!astrocytic!processes!(Garthwaite,!1991).!NO!could!also!act!on!soluble!guanylate!cyclase!in!the!cells!in!which!it!is!produced,!but!early!studies!have!noted!that!the!levels! of! calcium! needed! to! activate! NOS,! inhibit! soluble! guanylate! cyclase!(Knowles!et!al.,!1989).!Due!to!NO’s!modulatory!properties!in!the!brain,!it!is!able!to! trigger! longJlasting! changes! in! synaptic! strength!and!has!been! implicated! in!both! long!term!potentiation!(LTP)!and!long!term!depression!(LTD)!of!synapses!(Garthwaite,!1991;!Nugent!et!al.,!2007).!!
2.2.2. Non%classical%%In!addition!to!classical!GMPJdependent!signalling!NO!also!has!direct!mechanisms!of! action.! This! nonJclassical! NOJsignalling! involves! direct! posttranslational!modifications! of! targets.! For! example,! nitrosylation! of! histone! deacetylase! 2!(HDAC2),! results! in! HDAC2! dissociation! from! the! chromatin,! increasing! the!likelihood!of!histone!acetylation!and!thus!gene!transcription!(Nott!et!al.,!2008).!!
 !Regulation!of!NO!production!!2.3.
NO! is! a!highly! reactive!molecule! and! thus!has! a!plethora!of! pathways! that! can!modulate! its! production! and! therefore! regulate! NOJsignalling! (Vallance! and!Leiper,!2002)!!
2.3.1. Cofactors%One!regulatory!mechanism!of!NO!production!are!the!many!cofactors!involved!in!its!production!(Vallance!and!Leiper,!2002).!For!the!isoforms!eNOS!and!nNOS,!NO!production!is!dependent!on!a!rise!in!intracellular!calcium!concentrations!which!subsequently! leads! to!calcium!binding! to! the!calcium!sensor!calmodulin!(Bredt!
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and! Snyder,! 1990).! Calmodulin! is! able! to! convert! calcium! binding! into!biochemical! energy,! thus! regulating! the! functioning! of! target! enzymes! in! a!calcium! dependent! manner! (Chin! and! Means,! 2000).! In! contrast,! iNOS! is!constitutively! bound! to! calmodulin! and! thus! is! not! dependent! on! a! rise! in!calcium!for!NO!production!(Cho!et!al.,!1992).!!Another!example!of!a!cofactor!essential!for!NO!production!is!tetrahydrobiopterin!(BH4)!which! is! involved! in! the! initial! steps!of!LJarginine!oxidation,! resulting! in!the! production! of! the! intermediary! compound! NGJhydroxyJLJarginine! (Tayeh!and!Marletta,!1989).!!
2.3.2. Posttranslational%modifications%%In!addition!to!regulation!of!NO!synthesis!by!cofactors!and!calcium,!the!activities!of! NOS! can! be! altered! by! postJtranslational! modifications.! For! example! shear!stress!on! endothelial! cells! caused!by!blood!moving! through!a!blood!vessel! can!result!in!phosphorylation!of!eNOS!resulting!in!an!increase!in!NO!production.!This!phosphorylation!at!a!particular!site!on!the!eNOS!protein!increases!its!sensitivity!to! calcium! allowing!maximal!NO!production! at! lower! concentration! of! calcium!(Dimmeler!et!al.,!1999).!
 Methylarginines!!2.4.
NO! production! by! all! three! isoforms! of! NOS! can! also! be! inhibited! by!endogenously! produced! competitive! inhibitors! such! as! asymmetric!methylarginines!(Leiper!and!Vallance,!1999).!This!type!of!regulatory!pathway!is!unique!to!NO!production.!
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2.4.1. Competitive%inhibitors%Three! methylarginines! have! been! identified! in! mammals:! LJN!monomethylarginines! (LJNMMA),! asymmetric! dimethylarginine! (ADMA)! and!symmetric! dimethlyarginine! (SDMA).! LJNMMA! and! ADMA! are! asymmetrical!methylarginines!and!have!one!and!two!methyl!groups!added!to!the!amine!group!of! arginine! respectively! (Figure! 2).! ADMA! and! LJNMMA! are! inhibitors! of! NOS,!which!compete!with!arginine!for!the!NOS!active!site,!thus!reducing!the!rate!of!NO!production.! These! two! methylarginines! are! competitive! inhibitors! of! NOS! as!their! inhibitory! effect! on! NO! production! is! overcome! by! increasing! the!concentration!of!arginine.!The!third!methylarginine!SDMA!is!not!an!inhibitor!of!NO!production!(Leiper!and!Vallance,!1999).!!
%
Figure%2.!The!chemical!structure!of!LJarginine!and!its!methylated!isoforms.!LJNg!monoJmethylated!arginine!(LJNMMA),!symmetric!dimethylated!arginine!(SDMA)!and!asymmetric!dimethylated!arginine!(ADMA).!!Figure!adapted!from!Leiper!and!Vallance,!1999.!
2.4.2. Production%Methylarginines!are!produced!via!the!postJtranslational!methylation!of!arginines!on! proteins.! This! process! is! catalysed! by! protein! arginine!methylJtransferases!(PRMTs)!which!can!be!divided!into!two!subJclasses!(Leiper!and!Vallance,!1999).!
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Type! 1! PRMTs! have! a! wide! range! of! substrates! including! histones! and! nonJhistone!nuclear!proteins,!but!have!little!activity!towards!myelin!based!proteins.!Type! 1! PRMTs! catalyze! the! formation! of! asymmetric! dimethylarginines! (LJNMMA! and! ADMA)(Ghosh! et! al.,! 1988).! Whereas! type! 2! PTMTS! appears! to!specifically!methylate!myelin!based!proteins! forming!both!SDMA!and!LJNMMA.!Within! the! two! subclasses! of! these! enzymes! are! different! types! of! PRMTS!differing! in! their! tissue! expression,! intracellular! locations! and! substrate!specificities!(Pahlich!et!al.,!2006).!!Following! protein! degradation,! free! methylarginine! residues! are! released! into!the! cytosol!where!LJNMMA!and!ADMA!compete!with! arginine! for!NOS!binding!sites.! It! is! only! after! proteolysis! that! these!methylarginines! bind! to!NOS! active!sites.!Although!both!ADMA!and!LJNMMA!have!similar!affinities!to!NOS,!ADMA!is!usually! considered! to!be! the!principle!NOS! inhibitor!as!plasma! levels!of!ADMA!are!higher!than!LJNMMA!(Leiper!and!Nandi,!2011).!!
2.4.3. Relative%abundance%and%potency%of%methylarginines%in%the%
brain%Intracellular!concentrations!of!LJNMMA!,!ADMA!and!arginine!levels!in!rat!brain!slices!have!been!shown!to!be!approximately!(mean!±!S.E.)!10.7!±1.3!µM,!5.1!±0.6!μM,! and!94.0!±7.8!μM,! respectively.! Similar! levels!have!been! found! in! cultured!neurons.! Importantly!methylarginine! levels!decreased! in!the!presence!of!PRMT!inhibition! indicating! a! neuronal! role! for! these! enzymes! in! the! production! of!methylarginines.! Both! ADMA! and! LJNMMA! have! similar! potencies! for! nNOS!inhibition,! with! a! Ki! of! 0.67! μM! and! 0.501! μM! respectively.! Ki! (inhibitory!
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constant)! is! the! concentration! of! inhibitor! (i.e.! ADMA! and! LJNMMA),! which! is!needed! to! half! the! maximal! rate! of! an! enzymatic! reaction,! i.e.! to! induce! half!maximal! inhibition! (Rang,! H.P.! and! Dale,! M.M.,! 2012).! Concentrations! of! these!two!methylarginines! similar! to! their!physiological! levels!were!shown! to! jointly!inhibit! the! rate! and! total! NO! production! by! 50%! in! the! presence! of! 90! μM! of!arginine.! These! findings! indicate! that! under! physiological! conditions! LJNMMA!and!ADMA! are! able! to! reduce! neuronal!NO!production.! Furthermore! the! same!authors! demonstrated! that! preJtreatment!with! LJNMMA! and! ADMA! decreased!the! total! amount! of! NO! produced! in! excitotoxic! injured! neurons! (induced! by!excess!NMDA)! and! at! high! concentrations! reduced! cell! death! in! these! neurons!(Cardounel!and!Zweier,!2002).!!!A!paradox!exits! in! the!mechanism!of!ADMA!and!LJNMMA! induced!reduction!of!NO!production.!The!plasma!levels!and!intracellular! levels!of!arginine!in!healthy!individuals/cells! far! exceed! both! the! Km! of! arginine! for! NOS! and! the!concentration!of!plasma!and!intracellular!ADMA!levels.!Despite!of!this,!however,!increasing!the!amount!of!arginine!available!to!cells!has!been!shown!to!increase!NO!production!under!certain!conditions.!One!explanation!for!this!paradox!might!be! that! cytoplasmic! arginine! is! compartmentalised! and! thus! is! not! readily!available! to! the!NOS!enzyme.!Thus! the!ratio!of!arginine!and!ADMA!available! to!NOS! might! be! different! than! the! concentrations! derived! from! measuring!intracellular!levels!of!these!compounds!(BodeJBoeger!et!al.,!2007;!Cardounel!and!Zweier,! 2002;! Leiper! and! Vallance,! 1999).! It! is! therefore! conceivable! that! the!ratio! of! arginine! to! ADMA! in! the! vicinity! of! NOS! is! such! that! ADMA! is! able! to!
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successfully! compete! with! arginine! for! NOS! binding! sites! and! thus! reduce! NO!production.!!
 Dimethylargines!dimethylaminohydrolase!!2.5.
2.5.1. Isoforms%ADMA! and! LJNMMA! are! removed! by! a! combination! of! renal! clearance! and!enzymatic! metabolism! by! the! enzyme! DDAH.! Most! of! ADMA! and! LJNMMA!removal!is!by!DDAH!with!15%!being!removed!via!kidney!excretion!(Vallance!et!al.,!1992).!DDAH!metabolises!both!ADMA!and!LJNMMA!resulting! in!LJcitrulline!and!dimethylamine!(Figure!3).!DDAH!was!first!isolated!from!rat!kidney!and!was!shown! to! have! particular! specificity! to! ADMA! with! a! KM! 0f! 0.18! μM.! ! Km!(Michaelis! constant)! is! the! concentration! of! substrate! (e.g.! ADMA)! that! is!required! for! the! enzyme! to! reach! half! its! maximum! rate! of! reaction.! It! is! an!inverse!measure!of!an!enzymes!affinity!for!a!particular!substrate!(Rang,!H.P.!and!Dale,!M.M.,!2012).!SDMA!is!not!metabolized!by!DDAH!(Ogawa!et!al.,!1989).!The!discovery!that!there!was!often!a!discrepancy!between!DDAH!protein!expression!and!DDAH!activity!suggested!that!there!may!be!more!than!one!DDAH!isoform.!!A!search!of!the!cDNA!libraries!lead!to!the!identity!of!a!cDNA!sequence,!the!protein!of!which!was!62%!identical!with!that!of!human!DDAH1.!This!novel!protein!was!named!DDAH2.!Recombinant!expression!of!human!DDAH2!showed!this!isoform!also! metabolizes! ADMA! and! LJNMMA! but! not! SDMA.! Both! protein! DDAH!isoforms!are!highly!conserved!across!different!species!of!mammals.!The!mouse!DDAH1!amino!acid!sequence!is!95%!identical!to!human!DDAH1!protein!whereas!the!mouse!and!human!DDAH2!protein!share!98%!identity.!Although!DDAH1!and!DDAH2! seem! very! similar! in! their! catalytic! effects! they! were! found! to! differ!
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2.5.2. DDAH1%in%the%brain%%Although! both! isoforms! are! expressed! at! similar! levels! in! human! foetal! brain!tissue,! in! most! areas! of! the! adult! human! brain! DDAH1! is! much! more! highly!expressed!than!DDAH2!and!it!is!this!isoform!which!I!will!be!focusing!on!(Tran!et!al.,!2000).!
2.5.2.1. Expression))Using! northern! blot! analysis! Tran! et! al! have! shown! that! DDAH1! expression! is!high!in!the!cerebellum,!hippocampus!and!substantia!nigra!(Tran!et!al.,!2000).!In!situ! hybridization! of! rats! has! shown! highest! mRNA! DDAH1! expression! in! the!cerebral! cortex! and! thalamus.! In! the! lower! brainstem! strong! expression! was!found! in! the! substantia! nigra,! dorsal! raphe! nucleus! and! the! ventral! tegmental!area.!These!regions!all!contain!monoaminergic!neurons,!including!dopaminergic!and!serotonergic!neurons.! Interestingly! in! this!particular!study! the!authors!did!not! find! coexpression! of! DDAH1! and! nNOS! genes! in! the! brain.! However,! as!
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mentioned!above,!due!to!the!paracrine!effects!of!ADMA,!DDAH1!does!not!have!to!be!coJexpressed!with!NOS!in!order!to!regulate!NO!production!(Nakagomi!et!al.,!1999).!
2.5.2.2. Role)in)the)brain))DDAH1! global! knockout! mice! (DDAH1−/−)! show! very! little! DDAH! activity.! In!addition!LJNMMA!and!ADMA!have!been!shown!to!accumulate!significantly!in!the!brain! tissue! of! these! knockout! mice! indicating! that! DDAH1! is! pivotal! in!regulating!brain!ADMA!and!LJNMMA!levels.!Importantly,!plasma!levels!of!ADMA!and!LJNMMA!are!significantly!raised!and! the!ratio!of!LJarginine! to!ADMA!or!LJNMMA! in! the!plasma! significantly!decreased! in!DDAH1−/−!mice,! indicating! that!DDAH1!acts!to!maintain!systemic!homeostasis!of!the!endogenous!NOS!inhibitors!(Hu!et!al.,!2011).!There!is!as!yet!no!published!work!on!a!neuron!specific!DDAH1!knockout! mouse,! which! would! provide! insight! into! the! particular! effects! of!DDAH1!in!the!brain.!!In! situ! hybridization! has! shown! DDAH1! mRNA! upJregulation! in! axotomized!hypoglossal!motor!neurons,!but!not! in! surrounding!glial! cells.!UpJregulation!of!DDAH1!in!these!motor!neurons!occurred!from!1J40!days!post!injury,!peaking!at!15!days!post!injury.!nNOS!mRNA!and!protein!expression!was!also!up!regulated!in!these!neurons.!These!results!led!the!authors!to!propose!that!DDAH1!might!be!up!regulated! in! injured! neurons! thus! reducing! ADMA! and! LJNMMA! levels! and!subsequently!increasing!NO!production!(Nakagomi!et!al.,!1999).!!It!has!also!been!shown! that! acute! methamphetamine! poisoning! of! both! rats! and! P12! cells!resulted! in! increased!DDAH1!expression!and!NO!production.! Inhibiting!DDAH1!activity! with! the! DDAH1! inhibitor! NwJ(2Jmethoxyethyl)Jarginine! (LJ257)!
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reduced!neuronal!death!in!these!two!models!(Zhang!et!al.,!2013).!These!studies!are!further!evidence!of!DDAH1/ADMA’s!role!in!the!regulation!of!NO!production!in!the!brain!and!that!deregulation!of!this!system!may!have!pathological!effects.!An!additional!study!has!shown!that!both!DDAH1J/J!mice!and!mice!expressing!only!one! functional! DDAH1! allele! (DDAH! +/J)! demonstrate! a! statistically! significant!increase! in! locomotor!activity!during!dark!(active)!periods!(Nandi!et!al.,!2012).!Thus! the! increase! in! activity! seen! with! globally! reduced! DDAH1! expression!might! be! the! result! of! decreased!DDAH1! brain! expression! and! consequently! a!dysfunction!in!NO!regulation!in!the!brain.!!
 !DDAH!ADMA!and!NO!in!pathology!!2.6.
As!NO!is!involved!in!a!number!of!different!signalling!pathways!in!many!different!tissues! NO! over! or! under! availability! has! been! implicated! in! wide! range! of!diseases! (Vallance! and! Leiper,! 2002).! ! DDAH! and! ADMA! as! regulators! of! NO!production! may! provide! both! a! greater! understanding! on! the! nature! of!disordered!NO!generation!and!may!also!be!useful!therapeutic!targets.!
2.6.1. Association%with%disease%states%%Increased! ADMA! levels! have! been! found! in! many! disease! states,! including!cardiovascular!disease,!pulmonary!hypertension,!insulin!resistance!and!diabetes!(Leiper!and!Nandi,!2011).! In!order!to!distinguish!whether!ADMA!is! involved! in!the! aetiology! of! these! diseases! or! whether! its! rise! is! purely! associative,! two!experimental! strategies! have! been! utilized:! genetic! or! pharmacological!modification!of!ADMA! in!experimental!models,! and!human!genetic! studies.!For!example,!polymorphisms!in!DDAH1!have!been!associated!with!a!risk!of!increased!
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thrombosis! and! stroke,! while! high! ADMA! levels! have! been! found! to! occur! in!animal! models! of! pulmonary! hypertension! (Leiper! and! Nandi,! 2011).! These!studies!have!gone!some!way!to!show!both!that!genetic!variations!in!DDAH!may!significantly!cause!effects!in!certain!diseases!and!that!the!DDAH/ADMA!pathway!may!have!a!causal!role!in!certain!diseases.!!Genetic! and! pharmacological! manipulations! have! also! been! used! at! a! cellular!level!to!elucidate!the!tissue!specific!roles!of!DDAH/ADMA/NOS!in!cardiovascular!disease.! Tissues! from!DDAHJ/J!mice! including! the! brain! show!accumulations! of!ADMA! and! LJNMMA! and! abolished! DDAH1! activity! (Hu! et! al.,! 2011).!Furthermore!cells!cultured!from!DDAH1!deficient!mice,!or!cells!treated!with!the!DDAH1!inhibitor!LJ257,!produce!more!ADMA!and!less!NO.!(Leiper!et!al.,!2007).!On!the!other!hand,!cells!overJexpressing!DDAH1!have!increased!DDAH1!activity,!reduced! ADMA! levels! and! increased! NO! production! (Torondel! et! al.,! 2010).!Taken!together!these!results!are!consistent!with!a!role!for!DDAH1!as!an!indirect!regulator!of!NO!production.!This!biochemical!phenotype!of!cells!with!genetic!or!pharmacological! manipulation! of! DDAH1! allows! the! potential! of! the! ADMAJDDAH! pathway! to! cause! disease! to! be! directly! tested.! For! example,! the! blood!vessels!from!Ddah1+/J!mice!showed!increased!contraction!and!reduced!relaxation!in!response!to!phenylephrine!and!acetylcholine!respectively!(Leiper!et!al.,!2007).!This! pattern! of! responses! is! consistent! with! endothelial! dysfunction.!Overexpression! of! either!DDAH1! or!DDAH2! reverses! this! vascular! dysfunction!(Torondel!et!al.,!2010).!Thus!manipulation!of!ADMA/LJNMMA!at!the!primary!cell!level! is! a! valuable! tool! in! the! elucidation! of! the! tissue! specific! roles! of!ADMA/DDAH!in!both!physiology!and!pathophysiology)!
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2.6.2. Association%with%neurological%diseases%%There! are! several! association! studies! showing! significantly! increased! plasma!ADMA! levels! in! patients! with! neuronal! disorders! in! which! NOJsignalling! is!thought! to! be! compromised! (e.g.,! major! depression,! schizophrenia,! opioid!addiction!and!acute!mania)(Aykut!et! al.,! 2012;!Das!et! al.,! 1996;!Kielstein!et! al.,!2007;!Selley,!2003,!2004).!The!results!of!clinical!studies!in!Alzheimer’s!patients!have! been! contradictory.! The! original! finding! that! ADMA! concentrations! are!reduced! in! the! cerebral! spinal! fluid! (CSF)! of!Alzheimer’s! patients! compared! to!healthy! controls! has! been! questioned! by! two! subsequent! studies! using! similar!methods,! both! of! which! found! either! no! change! or! an! increase! in! CSF! ADMA!levels!(Abe!et!al.,!2001;!Mulder!et!al.,!2002;!Selley,!2003).!These!different!results!formed! the!bases! of! two! contradictory!hypotheses,! either! that!NO! is! increased!and!plays!a!part!in!the!pathology!of!the!disease,!or!that!it!has!a!neuroprotective!role! and! its!decrease! is!detrimental.! ! In! addition!ADMA!brain! levels!have!been!shown! to!decrease! in!mice! following! traumatic!brain! injury! (Jung!et! al.,! 2014).!Understanding! the!direct! role!of!NO! in!disease! is!often!complicated!by! the! fact!that!NO! can!have!both!protective! and!pathological! effects! depending!on!which!isoforms! produce! it,! where! it! is! produced! and! the! amount! of! NO! released.!Although!the!above!clinical!data!gives!us!some!idea!of!ADMAs!role!in!disease!it!is!purely! associative! and! as! yet! there! is! no! evidence! demonstrating! a! causal!relationship!between!changes!in!ADMA!levels!and!neuronal!pathology.!!
2.6.3. DDAH1%and%NO%in%the%Ventral%tegmental%area%%The!aim!of!my!project!is!to!look!at!both!nNOS!and!DDAH1!expression!in!relation!to! ventral! tegmental! area! dopamine! neurons! (VTA! DA! neurons).! NO! has! been!
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shown!through!electrophysiological!studies!to!modulate!VTA!DA!neuron!activity,!and! DDAH1! has! been! shown! to! be! expressed! in! the! VTA! (Lein! et! al.,! 2007;!Nakagomi!et!al.,!1999;!Nugent!et!al.,!2007).!Once!the!expression!pattern!of!these!two!proteins!has!been!established,!NO’s!regulatory!role!in!the!VTA!could!be!used!as! an! easily! accessible! model! for! looking! at! the! physiological! and!pathophysiological! effects!of! the!DDAHJADMAJnNOS!pathway! in! the!brain.!The!following! section! will! focus! on! the! role! of! VTA! DA! neurons! in! reward! and!addiction!and!NO’s!effect!of!these!neurons.!!
 The!VTA!2.7.
2.7.1. Midbrain%dopamine%system%The!midbrain!DA!system! is! important! in! the! regulation!of!behaviour.! ! Lesional!studies! and! the! use! of! selective! DA! receptor! antagonists! have! shown! its!involvement! in!a!wide! range!of!behaviour! including! reward,!motivation,!motor!control! and! learning! (Wise,! 2004).! Dysfunction! of! this! system! has! been!implicated! in! a! number! of! different! disorders! including! Parkinson’s! disease,!schizophrenia,! drug! addiction! and! attentionJdeficit–hyperactivity! disorder!(ADHD)!(Bjorklund!and!Dunnett,!2007b).!!
2.7.1.1. Anatomical)organisation))The!mammalian!DA!neuron!system!is!mostly!located!in!the!mesencephalon!and!diencephalon! where! it! forms! a! continuous! network.!With! the! development! of!more! specific! antibodies,! including! an! antibody! against! tyrosine! hydroxylase!(TH,! an! enzyme! involved! in! the! production! of! LJDOPA,! a! precursor! to! DA)! it!became!possible!to!map!the!distribution!of!dopaminergic!neurons!in!more!detail.!
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Based!on!their!location!the!first!detailed!description!of!catecholamineJcontaining!neurons! identified! 12! groups.! Midbrain! DA! neurons! were! classified! into! 3!groups:!A8!(retrorubral),!A9!(substantia!nigra!(SN))!and!A10!(ventral!tegmental!area)! (Dahlstroem! and! Fuxe,! 1964;! Ikemoto,! 2007).! This! nomenclature! has!remained! in!place!since! it!was! first!established!because! it!accounts! for! the! fact!that!these!neurons!are!not!confined!to!a!single!anatomical!area,!and!also!allows!for!comparison!of!cell!groups!between!species,!which!may!differ!in!distribution!(Bjorklund!and!Dunnett,!2007a).!!
2.7.1.2. VTA)and)SN)subdivisions))Cells! in! the! SN! and! VTA! have! been! further! subdivided! in! both! humans! and!rodents.! The! SN! consists! of! the! substantia! nigra! pars! compacta! (SNC),! the!substantia! nigra! pars! reticulata! (SNR)! and! the! substantia! nigra! pars! lateralis!(SNL).! The!majority! of! DA! neurons! in! the! SN! of! rodents! are! found! in! the! SNC!(NairJRoberts! et! al.,! 2008;! Nelson! et! al.,! 1996).! The! VTA! has! been! further!subdivided!into!groups!of!DA!neurons!on!the!basis!of!where!in!the!area!they!are!situated;!however,!these!subnuclei!do!differ!across!different!studies!and!different!species! (Ikemoto,! 2007).! In! humans! and! rodents! these! subnuclei! are! the!paranigral! nucleus! (PN),! interfascicular! nucleus! (IF),! parabrachial! pigmented!nucleus! (PBP),! caudal! linear! nucleus! (CLi),! and! rostral! linear! nucleus! (RLi)!(Dahlstroem!and!Fuxe,!1964;!Nelson!et!al.,!1996;!Oades!and!Halliday,!1987).!!!In!addition!to!DA!neurons,!the!VTA!and!SN!also!contain!other!neuronJtypes!and!nonJneuronal! cell! types,! for! example! glial! cells.! In! rats! the! VTA! is!made! up! of!approximately!70%!DA!neurons,!2J3%!glutamatergic! cells!and!30%!GABAergic!
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neurons.!The!percentages!of!these!cells!differs!within!the!subdivisions!of!the!VTA!and!SN!(NairJRoberts!et!al.,!2008).!!
2.7.1.3. Efferent)projections)of)the)VTA)and)SN)dopamine)neurons)The!VTA!and!the!SNC!are!the!two!main!sources!of!DA!input!for!the!striatal!region.!It!has!classically!been!accepted!that!DA!neurons!in!the!VTA!project!to!the!limbic!and! cortical! areas! making! up! the! mesoJcorticoJlimbic! pathway,! while! DA!neurons! in! the!SNC!project! to! the!striatum!making!up! the!nigrostiatal!pathway!(Anden!et!al.,!1964;!Simon!et!al.,!1979).!The!limbic!system!consists!of!a!number!of!different!structures!including!the!ventral!striatum!(nucleus!accumbens!(NAc)!and! olfactory! tubercle),! amygdala,! hippocampus,! and!hypothalamus,! as!well! as!limbic! cortical! regions! including! the! prefrontal,! orbitofrontal,! cingulate,! and!entorhinal!corticies,!(Albanese!and!Minciacchi,!1983;!Ikemoto,!2007;!Simon!et!al.,!1979).!However!this!strict!breakdown!is!now!considered!an!over!simplification!as!although!the!pathways!have!been!shown!to!be!anatomically!and!functionally!distinct,!the!origin!of!the!DA!neurons!in!the!VTA!and!SNC!are!intermixed!in!birds!and!mammals!(Bjorklund!and!Dunnett,!2007a).!Despite!DA!neurons! in! the!SNC!and! VTA! contributing! to! both! pathways! the!majority! of! the! DA! input! into! the!striatum! and! NAc! arises! from! the! SNC! and! VTA! respectively! (Smeets! and!Gonzalez,!2000).!Midbrain!DA!neurons!project!to!a!wide!range!of!different!brain!areas!and!consequently!are! involved! in! the!regulation!of!neuronal!processes! in!wide!range!of!areas.!As!a!result!midbrain!DA!neurons!are!involved!in!many!forms!of!learning!and!behaviour.!!
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2.7.1.4. Mesocorticolimbic)dopaminergic)system)Electrical! stimulatory! studies! on! rats! first! established! natural! reward! circuitry!within!the!brain.!Midbrain!DA!neurons!have!been!shown!to!be!an!essential!part!of! this! reward! circuitry! and! are! activated! by! a! number! of! different! rewarding!stimuli!(Wise,!2005).!A!common!feature!of!nearly!all!addictive!drugs!is!that!they!cause!an! increase! in!DA!release! in! the!mesocorticolimbic!dopaminergic! system!most!notably!in!the!NAc.!The!mesocorticolimbic!dopaminergic!system!has!been!shown! to!be!essential! in! the! induction!of!drug!addiction!(Luscher!and!Ungless,!2006;! Lyness! et! al.,! 1979;! Nestler,! 2005;! Pierce! and! Bari,! 2001;! Roberts! et! al.,!1980;!Wise!and!Bozarth,!1987).!!
2.7.2. Nitric%oxide%and%the%VTA%%
2.7.2.1. NO)as)a)negative)feedback)system))It! has! been! suggested! that! NOJcGMP! signalling! in! the! VTA! acts! as! a! negative!feedback! system! by! potentiating! GABA! release! from! presynaptic! neurons!(LTPGABA),!which!in!turn!dampens!postsynaptic!VTA!DA!excitability!and!thus!DA!release.! Based! on! electrophysiological! recordings! from! individual! postsynaptic!DA!VTA!neurons,!Nugent!et!al!(2007)!have!shown!that!prolonged!depolarisation!of! VTA! DA! neurons! results! in! an! increase! in! inhibitory! postsynaptic! currents!(IPSC)! onto! VTA! DA! neurons! (LTPGABA).! This! increase! in! IPSCs! onto! VTA! DA!neurons!was!associated!with!a!decrease!in!pairedJpulse!ratio,!indicating!that!it!is!a! consequence! of! increased! presynaptic! GABA! release.! Either! loading!postsynaptic! DA! neurons! with! a! calcium! chelator,! or! the! administration! of! an!NMDA! receptor! antagonist,! prevented! LTPGABA! indicating! that! an! influx! of!calcium!into!DA!neurons!was!necessary!for!LTPGABA!and!that!this!calcium!influx!
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might!be!the!result!of!NMDA!receptor!activation!on!DA!neurons.!Thus!Nugent!et!al!(2007)!hypothesised!that!the!LTPGABA!is!hetrosynaptic,!triggered!by!activation!of!NMDA!receptors!on!DA!neurons!and!affecting!GABAergic!synapses!by!means!of!a!retrograde!messenger.!!They!hypothesised!that!NO!might!be!a!candidate!for!the! retrograde!messenger! as!NO!production! is! calcium!dependant! and!NO!has!been!shown!to!increase!GABA!release!at!other!CNS!synapses!(Stern!and!Ludwig,!2001).!The!addition!of!the!membrane!insoluble!NO!scavenger,!haemoglobin,!and!the!NOS!inhibitor!LJNAME!prevented!LTPGABA.!Furthermore,!the!NO!donor!SNAP!potentiated! GABA! release! onto! VTA! DA! neurons.! On! the! basis! of! these!pharmacological! manipulations,! the! authors! suggested! that! NO! acts! as! a!retrograde! messenger,! produced! by! excited! VTA! DA! neurons! and! acting! on!presynaptic! GABA! neurons! to! increase! GABA! release! (Figure! 4).! ! The! use! of! a!guanylate!cyclase!inhibitor!and!a!cGMP!analogue!lead!to!the!conclusion!that!NO!acts!on!GABAergic!neurons!through!classical!cGMP!signalling.!In!addition,!further!experiments! indicated! that! in) vivo! administration! of! morphine! prevented!LTPGABA!by!interrupting!signalling!between!NO!and!cGMP!generation!(Niehaus!et!al.,!2010;!Nugent!et!al.,!2007).!A!subsequent!study!has! indicated!that!NOJcGMP!signalling!and!the!activation!of!cGMPJdependent!kinases!(PKG)!are!necessary!for!the! initiation,! but! not! the! maintenance,! LTPGABA! and! that! only! GABAA!but! not!GABAB!synapses!onto!DA!VTA!neurons!are!modulated!by!NOJcGMP!(Nugent!et!al.,!2009).!!Although! the! pharmacological! manipulation! of! NO! by! Nugent! et! al! 2007! does!strongly! indicate! that! NO! is! produced! by! activated! VTA! DA! neurons,! their!findings! are! by! no!means! conclusive.! The! authors! base! their! claim! that! NO! is!
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2.7.2.2. Expression)of)nNOS)in)the)VTA)and)SN)Studies! using! nNOS! antibodies,! NADPHJdiaphorase! staining,! northern! blotting!and! microdissection! have! shown! some! nNOS! protein! and! gene! expression! in!both! the! SN! and! the! VTA.! However,! results! are! inconsistent! regarding! the!amount!and!location!of!nNOS!expression!(Backes!and!Hemby,!2003;!CavalcantiJKwiatkoski! et! al.,! 2010;! Park! et! al.,! 2000;! Rodrigo! et! al.,! 1994;! Vincent! and!Kimura,!1992).!Microdisection!of!DA!neurons!and!macroarray!has!detected!nNOS!gene!expression!in!VTA!DA!neurons.!However!the!amount!of!expression!was!not!given!(Backes!and!Hemby,!2003).!With!the!exception!of!one!article!(Klejbor!et!al!2004),!very!little!colocalisation!between!TH!positive!cells!and!nNOS!protein!has!been! found! in! either! the! SN! or! the! VTA,! although! nNOS! staining!was! found! in!very!close!proximity!to!DA!neurons!and!fibres!in!the!SNC!(GonzalezJHernandez!
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to%dopamine%neurons%%nNOS!gene!and!protein!expression!have!been!looked!at!in!both!the!VTA!and!SN,!using!a!number!of!different!methods.!cDNA!macroarray!revealed!the!presence!of!nNOS!mRNA! in!VTA!DA!neurons!of! rats,!however! the! relative! concentration!of!!gene! expression!was! not! given,! the! authors! went! on! to! show! that! nNOS! gene!expression! increased! in! this! area! following! chronic! cocaine! administration!(Backes!and!Hemby,!2003).!Real!time!qPCR!of!nNOS!expression!in!SN!(samples!did! not! include! tissue! from! the! VTA)! of! neonatal! rats! show! barely! detectable!leaves!of!nNOS!mRNA,! levels! increased! significantly! following! induced!hypoxia!(Ezquer! et! al.,! 2006).! The! Allen! brain! atlas! indicates! that! there! is! some! nNOS!expression!in!the!VTA!and!SN!using!inJsitu!hybridisation!in!mice!(colocalisation!with! TH! in! the! midbrain! is! not! documented)! (Lein! et! al.,! 2007).! ! However,!previous! nNOS! inJsitu! hybridization! in! the! rat! revealed! no! nNOS! mRNA!expression!(Bredt!et!al.,!1991).!!In!healthy!human!adult!tissue,!northern!blotting!reported! strong! nNOS! expression! in! the! SN! relative! to! other! brain! areas!evaluated.!The!same!study!also!described!low!levels!of!eNOS!in!the!SN!(Park!et!al.,!2000).!Thus,!on!the!whole!past!literature!does!indicate!the!presence!of!nNOS!mRNA!in!the!VTA!and!SN.!However!there!is!little!agreement!as!to!the!amount!of!
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nNOS! mRNA! expression! and! there! is! little! data! to! verify! whether! not! gene!expression!is!present!in!DA!neurons.!%!The!majority!of!the!literature!on!nNOS!protein!expression!in!the!SN!suggests!that!it! occurs! at! a! low! level! and! is! expressed! close! to! but! not! colocalized!with! DA!neurons.! However! there! is! literature! published! that! contradicts! this! view.! The!earliest! published! data! on! nNOS! expression! in! the! SN! of! rats! used! NADPH!diaphorase! staining! and! in! situJhibridization,! the! SN! was! described! as! having!neither! nNOS! protein! nor! gene! expression! (Bredt! et! al.,! 1991).! Three! later!articles!also!using!NADPH!diaphorase!staining!in!rats!report!a!small!number!of!NADPH!diaphorase!positive!staining!in!the!SN!(Arntramos!et!al.,!1992;!GonzalezJHernandez! et! al.,! 1997;! Vincent! and!Kimura,! 1992).! In! particular! positive!NOS!fibres!where! found! in! the! SNC,! caudal! SNR! (cSNR)! and! SNL! (Arntramos! et! al.,!1992;! GonzalezJHernandez! et! al.,! 1997).! This! report! is! supported! by! nNOS!immunohistochemistry! data,! also! in! rats,! which! described! sparse! but! strongly!stained!nNOS!expression!in!the!SNr!and!SNc.!In!the!SNc!nNOS!staining!was!found!adjacent!to!TH!positive!cells,!and!although!no!colocalisation!was!reported,!nNOS!fibres! where! found! on! TH! positive! cell! bodies! in! the! area,! and! vice! versa!(Mitkovski! et! al.,! 2012).! Furthermore,! no! colocalisation!between!TH!and!nNOS!positive!cells!was!found!in!the!SNc!of!mice,!and!they!observed!a!slight!reduction!in!both!TH!and!nNOS!expression!with!age!(CavalcantiJKwiatkoski!et!al.,!2010).!!There!are,!however,!two!reports!which!suggest!that!there!is!more!nNOS!protein!expression!in!the!SN!than!the!above!literature!suggests.!!
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Immunohistochemistry!in!sham!brain!operated!rats!reported!that!60J70%!of!all!SN!neurons!where!positive!for!nNOS.!However!nNOS!is!known!to!be!upregulated!as!a!result!of!trauma!and!so!the!large!numbers!of!nNOS!neurons!found!in!the!SN!of!these!rats!may!be!a!result!of!the!operation!(Samdani!et!al.,!1997).!The!study!found! that! most! nNOS! expression! was! found! in! the! SNR! with! no! expression!reported! in! the!SNC.!Colocalisation!with!DA!neurons!was!not! reported!and! the!authors! did! not! find! any! evidence! of! nNOS! activity! in! the! SN! using! NADPH!diaphorase!staining!(Czarnecka!et!al.,!2013).!An!additional!study!by!(GonzalezJHernandez!and!Rodriguez,!2000),!which! looked!in!detail!at!nNOS!expression!in!the!SN!in!relation!to!DA!and!GABA!neurons,!found!nNOS!expression!in!both!the!SNR!and!the!SNC.!nNOS!positive!cells!in!the!SN!were!divided!into!four!subgroups!on!the!basis!of!cell!morphology,! location!within! the!SN!and!the! intensity!of! the!nNOS!signal.!The! largest!numbers!of!nNOS!positive! cells!were! identified! in! the!rostral! lateral! part! of! the! SNR! (rlSNR).! The! cells!were! classified! as!medium! to!large!neurons!(with!a!maximum!diameter!of!between!of!between!20J22μm),!the!nNOS!staining!was!described!as!faint.!The!brightest!nNOS!staining!was!found!in!the! rostral!medial! SNR! (rmSNR)! in! small! (maximum! diameter! of! between! 12J15μm)! multipolar! neurons.! The! caudal! SNR! (cSNR)! also! contained! strongly!stained! nNOS! positive! cells,! described! as! large! to! medium! neurons.! The! last!subcategory!of!nNOS!positive!neurons!was!found!in!the!SNC,!which!contained!a!sparse! number! of! fusiform! nNOS! positive! neurons.! Colocalisation! between! TH!and!nNOS!positive!cells!within!the!SN!was!minimal!and!present!only!in!the!SNC!with!less!than!1%!of!TH!positive!cells!found!to!be!coexpressing!nNOS.!However!TH! positive! neurons! were! often! found! in! close! proximity! to! nNOS! positive!neurons! especially! in! the! cSNR.! In! contrast! a! large! number! of! nNOS! positive!
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neurons!were!colocalized!with!GAD!expressing!cells,!which!is!a!marker!for!GABA!neurons.! !66%!of!GAD!expressing!neurons!in!the!rlSNR!were!positive!for!nNOS,!54%! in! the!rmSNR!and!18%! in! the!cSNR.! (GonzalezJHernandez!and!Rodriguez,!2000).!The!majority!of!the!literature!suggests!that!nNOS!protein!is!present!in!the!SN,!primarily!in!the!SNR!and!SNC!with!the!SNR!having!the!most!nNOS!expression.!nNOS!staining! in! the!SNC!appears!to!be! in!close!vicinity! to!DA!neurons!but!not!colocalized!with!them.!!The!amount!of!nNOS!cell!expression!in!the!SN!is!not!clear!from!available!studies.!!!There! is! less! published! information! on! nNOS! protein! expression! in! the! VTA!compared!to!the!SN.!nNOS!global!knockout!mice!have!been!reported!as!having!a!significant! decrease! in! TH!positive! neurons! in! the! VTA! compared! to!wild! type!mice,!which!may!suggest!a! regulatory! role! for!nNOS! in! the!development!of! the!mesolimbic! DA! system! (Balda! et! al.,! 2009).! Furthermore,! an!immunohistochemical! study! of! nNOS! expression! in! the! VTA! of! mice! revealed!sparse! nNOS! staining! in! this! area! (colocalisation! with! TH! staining! was! not!mentioned).!The!study!also!found!reduction!in!both!TH!and!nNOS!expression!in!the! VTA! with! age! (CavalcantiJKwiatkoski! et! al.,! 2010).! An! early!immunohistochemical! paper! described! ‘sparse’! nNOS! staining! in! the! VTA!(Arntramos!et!al.,!1992).!In!contrast!published!NADPH!diaphorase!staining!in!the!VTA!of!rats!suggested!dense!expression!of!nNOS!positive!neurons!and!fibres! in!the!rostral!part!of!the!VTA!particularly!in!the!area!of!the!VTA!‘rostral!to!the!red!nucleus’.! ! Stained!neurons!were!described!as! ‘moderately! stained!and!medium!sized’! (Vincent! and! Kimura,! 1992).! This! is! in! agreement! with! an!immunohistochemistry! paper! in! rats,! which! found! an! abundance! of! nNOS!
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positive!cells!in!the!VTA!(PBP,!PN),!DRN!and!cLi.!Cells!bodies!where!measured!at!being!between!10J15!microns.!Only!sparse!nNOS!expression!was!found!in!the!RLi!(Rodrigo!et!al.,!1994).!It!must!be!said!that!although!adjectives!such!as!‘sparse’!or!‘abundance’! are! often! mentioned! in! the! literature,! quantitative! data! or! an!explanation! on! the! amount! of! expression! that! these! words! represent! is! very!seldom! given.! To! our! knowledge! only! one! paper! has! looked! in! depth! at! nNOS!protein! expression! in! the! VTA! in! relation! to! TH! expression.! As! mentioned! in!detail!in!the!previous!chapter!the!paper!reports!nNOS!expression!in!the!IF,!PBP!and!RLI.!Very!little!colocalisation!between!nNOS!and!TH!was!found!in!the!PBP.!!Due!to!the!vast!variation!in!results!it!is!very!difficult!to!draw!a!conclusion!on!the!amount!or!location!of!nNOS!expression!in!the!VTA!from!the!available!literature.!However,!most!studies!do!report!some!nNOS!expression!in!the!VTA.!!!
3.1.2. Tyrosine% hydroxylase% as% a% molecular% marker% for% dopamine%
neurons%Initially! the! location! of! catecholaminergic! neurons! was! mapped! using!formaldehyde!histofluorescence,!in!conjunction!with!pharmacological!or!lesional!techniques! to! distinguish! between! the! different! types! of! catecholamines.!Following!the!discovery!of!more!specific!immunohistochemical!methods!for!the!enzymes! involved! in! catecholamine! synthesis! it! became! easier! to! distinguish!between! the!different! catecholamines! and! the! original! histofluorence!data!was!reJexamined!(Figure!6)!(Bjorklund!and!Dunnett,!2007a;!Miachon!et!al.,!1984).!TH!is!the!enzyme!involved!in!the!first!step!of!DA!synthesis,!catalysing!the!reaction!of!tyrosine!to!DOPA!it!is!also!the!rateJlimiting!step!in!the!synthesis!of!noradrenalin!(Levitt! et! al.,! 1965).! The! midbrain! lacks! the! enzymes! needed! to! synthesise!
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3.2.1.1. Mice)All!immunohistochemistry!experiments!used!male!mice!between!the!ages!of!5J7!weeks!unless!otherwise!specified.!For!immunohistochemistry!on!nonJtransgenic!mice,!C57BL/6! ! (Charles! river)!mice!were!used.!All!breeding!and!experimental!procedures! were! conducted! in! accordance! with! the! Animals! (Scientific!Procedures)!Act!of!1986!(United!Kingdom,!UK).!
3.2.1.2. Housing)Conditions)Animals! were! maintained! in! social! groups! where! possible,! with! appropriate!environmental! enrichment! (e.g.! bedding! materials,! mouse! tunnels).! ! Animals!were! kept! in! rooms! at! a! constant! temperature! and! maintained! on! a! 12Jhour!light/dark!cycle.!They!were!fed!on!standard!rodent!chow!and!water!ad!libitum.!
3.2.2. PerfusionWfixation%and%cryostat%sectioning%%Mice! were! given! a! lethal! intraperitoneal! (IP)! injection! of! pentobarbitone!(Euthatal).!Unless!otherwise!stated!they!were!then!transcardially!perfused!with!50!ml!phosphate!buffered!saline!(PBS;!0.1!M,!pH!7.4)! followed!by!80!ml!of!4%!weight/volume! (w/v)! paraformaldehyde! (PFA;! Sigma,! UK)! in! PBS.! Perfusions!were!carried!out!by!Rebecca!Davis.!Brains!were!subsequently!removed!and!postJfixed! for!1J5!hours! in!4%!PFA,!at!4°C,! then!cryoprotected! for!48!hours! in!30%!sucrose! in! PBS,! at! 4°C.! These! brains! were! then! embedded! in! Optimal! Cutting!Temperature! (OCT)!medium!and! frozen! in! isopentane! at! J50°C!before! cryostat!
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sectioning!(Leica!CM1800,!Leica!Microsystems,!Germany).!Coronal!sections!(70!μm!thickness)!were!prepared!from!the!region!containing!the!SNC!and!the!VTA.!One!brain!per!immunohistochemistry!experiment!was!used.!!

















































2! Commercial!PBS! 0.5%!PBT!RT!15!min! Cell!Signalling:!1:500!1:1000!Sigma!1:500,!1:1000,!









3.3.1. Initial%staining%of%the%PBP%%As! nNOS! staining! had! not! previously! been! used! in! my! lab! I! initially! used! a!standard! immunohistochemistry! protocol! as! a! starting! point.! I! used! two!commercial!primary!nNOS!antibodies!as!a!control!for!antibody!specificity!(Table!1).! The! rat! nNOS! amino! acid! sequence! that! the! Sigma! antibody! was! raised!against! has! almost! perfect! homology! against! the! same! amino! acid! sequence! in!mice,!making! it!suitable! for!use! in!mice!(Table!2)!(Magrane!M.!and!the!UniProt!
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consortium.,! 2011).! Although! the! amino! acid! sequence! that! the! Cell! Signalling!antibody! was! raised! against! was! not! available,! the! suppliers! claimed! it! was!suitable! for! use! in! Mice.! There! is! 93.6%! homology! between! the! human! and!mouse! nNOS! amino! acid! sequence! (Magrane! M.! and! the! UniProt! consortium.,!2011).!Although!both!antibodies!were!raised!against!the!NJterminal!of!the!nNOS!protein,! the! recognition! site! of! the! two! antibodies! might! well! be! different.! If!multiple!antibodies!give! identical! staining! this! can!be! taken!as!an! indication!of!antibody! specificity! for! the! desired! protein! (Harlow! and! Lane,! 1999).! Both!antibodies!were!polyclonal,!which!is!recommended!when!staining!fixed!tissue!as!polyclonal!serum!contains!antibodies!against!a!wide!range!of!different!epitopes,!including!denatureJresistant!epitopes!(Harlow!and!Lane,!1999).!I!chose!an!initial!concentration! of! 1:1000! for! the! nNOS! Cell! Signalling! antibody! and! a!concentration! of! 1:500! for! the! Sigma! antibody.! These! concentrations! were!recommended!by!the!manufactures!of!the!antibodies.!!For!both!nNOS!antibodies,!I! imaged!two!sections!for!each!concentration.!Initial!staining!was!preformed!on!the!same!animal,!and!sections!were!divided!sequentially!and!stained!with!either!the!Sigma!or!Cell!Signalling!nNOS!antibody.!A!cell!was!considered!to!be!negative!for!specific!nNOS!staining!if!it!either!was!not!stained!at!all!or!if!the!staining!was!similar! to! that! seen! uniformly! across! the! tissue! and! was! not! localised! to! any!distinct! structure.! ! Immunohistochemistry! with! both! the! Cell! Signalling! nNOS!and!Sigma!nNOS!revealed!a!high!number!of!what!resembled!nNOS! labelled!cell!bodies.! Cells! appeared! both! colocalized! with! and! in! close! proximity! to! DA!neurons! (Figure!8J9).!However!due! to! the!diffuse!nature!of! the! staining! it!was!difficult!to!distinguish!individual!cells!from!background!staining.!For!the!purpose!of!this!thesis!background!staining!is!used!to!describe!what!I!suspected!was!nonJ
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specific! primary! nNOS! antibody! staining.! This! nonJspecific! staining! was! seen!uniformly!across!all!of!the!tissue,!it!was!not!localised!to!any!particular!cell!type!or!structures.!!Cell!Signalling!nNOS!staining!was!not!as!bright!as!the!Sigma!nNOS!staining!this!made!it!even!more!difficult!to!pinpoint!specific!nNOS!labelled!cells!(Figure! 9).! A! secondary! only! control! was! included! to! control! for! nonJspecific!fluorescence! for! the!nNOS! staining.!No!nonJspecific! fluorescence!was! apparent!for! either! experiment,! indicating! that! the! high! background! staining! was! not! a!result! of! nonJspecific! fluorescence! from! the! secondary! antibody! (Figure! 8!secondary!only).!!!
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Figure% 8:! Coronal! sections! of! colocalization! of! Sigma! nNOS! with! tyrosine!hydroxylase! (TH)! in! the! parabrachial! pigmented! nucleus! (PBP).! Protocol! 1! at!dilutions!of!nNOS!1:500,! section!1J2.! Secondary!only! controls!with!Alexa!Fluor!633!antiJrabbit.!Examples!of!70μm!perfused! fixed!sections! from!C57BL/6!mice!n=1,!animal!1.!Images!taken!with!a!10x,!20x!objective!lens!and!a!5x!zoom.!Scale!bar=!100!μm!(objective!10)!and!10!μm!(objective!20!and!20x5).!Images!contain!5!Z!stacks!at!a!Z!step!size!of!1!μm.!
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Figure% 9:! Coronal! sections!of! colocalization!of!Cell! Signalling!nNOS!with!TH! in!the!PBP.!Protocol!1!at!dilutions!of!nNOS!1:1000,!section!1J2.!Examples!of!70μm!perfused!fixed!sections! from!C57BL/6!mice!n=1,!animal!1.! Images!taken!with!a!10x,!20x!objective!lens!and!a!5x!zoom.!Scale!bar=!100!μm!(objective!10)!and!10!μm!(objective!20!and!20x5)!Images!contain!5!Z!stacks!at!a!Z!step!size!of!1!μm.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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3.3.2. Comparison%of%different%protocols%for%nNOS%staining%in%the%PBP%Due! to! the! difficulty! in! distinguishing! true! cellular! staining! from! nonJspecific!staining!by!the!nNOS!antibody!(background!staining)!in!my!initial!nNOS!protocol!and! the! low! brightness! in! the! Cell! Signalling! nNOS! staining! (Figure! 8J9),! I!attempted!to!optimise!the!protocol! for!the!nNOS!staining! in!the!PBP.! ! I! initially!used! my! first! protocol! (protocol! 1)! and! experimented! with! a! range! of!concentrations! for! both! Sigma! and! Cell! Signalling! nNOS.! Following! that,! I!hypothesised! that! the! background! staining! (nonJspecific! primary! antibody!staining),!might!be!due!to!bad!penetration!of!the!nNOS!antibody.!Thus!I!designed!two! protocols,! which! are! detailed! below! to! improve! primary! and! secondary!antibody! penetration! and! staining! (protocol! 2! and! 3).! The! results! of! my!optimization!attempts!are!detailed!below.!!!For! each! individual! experiment! two! sections! were! analysed! for! each! nNOS!dilution.! As! a! positive! control! for! nNOS! antibody! specificity! I! analysed! nNOS!expression!in!the!interpeduncular!nucleus!and!cortex,!two!areas!in!which!nNOS!expression! has! been!well! characterized! and! has! a! distinctive! pattern! (Vincent!and!Kimura,!1992).!A!secondary!only!control!for!Alexa!Fluor!633!antiJrabbit!was!also!included!for!all!three!protocols.!Images!for!the!secondary!only!controls!were!taken! both! with! the! confocal! settings! used! for! the! Sigma! nNOS! and! the! Cell!Signalling!nNOS.!!!Great! variation! was! seen! in! TH! staining! among! many! of! my! images! for! all!objectives!and!protocols!although!conditions!were!kept!as!constant!as!possible.!There! are! several! explanations! for! this.! Firstly! TH! content! and! cell! density! is!
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known! to! vary! throughout! the! VTA! (Margolis! et! al.,! 2006;! NairJRoberts! et! al.,!2008).! Other! factors,! which! may! have! contributed! to! differences! in! the!brightness! of! the! TH! staining,! include! the! age! of! the! slide! being! imaged!(fluorescence! is! known! to! loose! brightness!with! time)! or! subtle! differences! in!section!processing,! including,! for!example,! sections!not!being!exactly! flat!when!mounted!(Harlow!and!Lane,!1999).!!!!
3.3.2.1. Protocol)1Ldifferent)nNOS)antibody)concentrations))I!repeated!protocol!1!with!both!the!Cell!Signalling!and!the!Sigma!nNOS!antibody.!Dilutions!of!1:500!and!1:1000!were!used!for!the!Cell!Signalling!nNOS!antibody!as!my! initial! staining! indicated! that! the! dilution! of! 1:1000! did! not! produce! very!bright!staining.!For!the!Sigma!nNOS!antibody!I!tested!dilutions!of!1:500,!1:1000!and! 1:1500! as! initial! staining! indicated! that! the! antibody! dilution! of! 1:500!resulted!in!very!bright!staining.!The!dilutions!for!the!TH!antibody!and!secondary!antibodies!were! not! changed.!One!mouse,! but! different! sections!were! used! for!both!Sigma!and!Cell!Signalling!nNOS!staining.!!!A!small!number!(1J3)!of!brightly! labelled!nNOS!cells,!which!were!brighter!than!the!background!staining!and!had!a!distinct! location!and!shape!were!present! in!six! sections! of! the! PBP! with! protocol! 1! for! both! nNOS! antibodies! (Figure! 10!sections!1!1:1000;! sections!2!1:1000!and!1:1500)! (Figure!11! sections!1!1:500;!sections!2!1:500!and!1:1000).!The!numbers!of!nNOS!positive!cells!in!each!section!ranged! from!1J3!cells.!nNOS! labelled!cells!appeared! to!be! in!close!proximity! to!either!DA!cell!bodies!or!fibres.!No!colocalisation!between!nNOS!labelled!cells!and!DA!neurons!was!visible.!Due!to!TH!antibody!saturation!in!some!of!the!sections!it!
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was!hard!to!make!of!the!exact!proximity!of!TH!and!nNOS!staining.!However,!no!colocalisation!between!cell!bodies!occurred!(Figure!10!sections!1,!1:1000).!!It!is!very!difficult!to!compare!staining!to!the!published!literature!due!to!the!amount!of! variation! in! the! published! results.! However! nNOS! cell! bodies! have! been!described! in! close! proximity! to! DA! Fibres! both! in! the! VTA! and! SN! (GonzalezJHernandez! and! Rodriguez,! 2000;! Klejbor! et! al.,! 2004).! nNOS! staining! was!apparent!in!the!interpeduncular!nucleus!and!the!cortex,!staining!resembled!what!is!described!in!the!literature!indicating!that!my!two!nNOS!antibodies!are!capable!of! correctly! labelling! cells! expressing! nNOS! (Vincent! and! Kimura,! 1992).! High!background!was!still!present!with!the!nNOS!staining,! for!both!nNOS!antibodies!and!all!dilutions.!However!the!brightness!of!the!staining!did!decrease!with!lower!dilutions!of!the!nNOS!antibody,!as!one!would!expect.!Although!some!very!slight!brightness!was!visible!in!the!Alexa!Fluor!633!secondary!only!control,!no!distinct!cell! labelling,! or! staining! that! resembled!our! results!were! visible! (figure!10J11!secondary!only).!!!!
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Figure%11:!Coronal!sections!of!colocalization!of!!Cell!Signalling!nNOS!with!TH!in!the! PBP.! Protocol! 1! at! dilutions! of! nNOS! 1:500! and! 1:1000,! sections! 1J2.!Interpeduncular! nucleus! and! Cortex,! sections! 1.! Secondary! only! controls! with!Alexa! Fluor! 633! antiJrabbit.! Examples! of! 70μm! perfused! fixed! sections! from!C57BL/6!mice!n=1,!animal!2.!Images!taken!with!a!10x,!20x!objective!lens!and!a!5x!zoom.!Scale!bar=!100!μm!(objective!10,!optical! section! thickness!6.233!μm)!and!10!μm!(objective!20!and!20x5,!optical!section!thickness!2.034!μm).!!Images!contain!5!Z!stacks!at!a!Z!step!size!of!1!μm.!!!!!!
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3.3.2.2. Protocol)2)Although!protocol!1!did!reveal!sparse!nNOS!expression!for!both!nNOS!antibodies!background!staining!was!still!high.!In!an!attempt!to!reduce!the!background!and!perhaps! increase! specific! nNOS! labelling! I! optimised! my! protocol! to! increase!penetration! of! both! the! primary! and! secondary! antibodies.! Incubation! with! a!dilution! of! the! detergent! tritonJX! before! blocking! increases! permeability! of!primary!antibodies,!by! increasing!permeability!of! the!cell!membrane!(Weruaga!et! al.,! 1998).Thus! I! incubated! sections! in! 5%! PBT! for! fifteen!minutes! at! room!temperature.! In! addition! I! incubated! sections!with!both!nNOS!and!TH!primary!antibodies!for!48!hours!and!the!secondary!antibodies!for!24!hours!at!4!degrees.!As! I!was! increasing! the! incubation! time! of! the! secondary! antibodies! I! reduced!their! concentration! to! a! dilution! of! 1:1500,! to! reduce! the! risk! of! nonJspecific!fluorescence!background.!A!separate!animal!was!used!for!each!nNOS!antibody.!!!nNOS!staining!with!protocol!2!resulted!in!increase!!in!brightness!and!amount!of!staining.! Staining! revealed! an! abundance! of! what! appeared! to! be! brightly!labelled! nNOS! cell! bodies! (Figure! 12J13).! However! similar! numerous! nNOS!staining!also!appeared!in!the!two!control!areas!(the!cortex!and!interpeduncular!nucleus),!this!staining!is!not!reported!in!the!literature!suggesting!that!it! is!nonJspecific!both!in!the!control!areas!and!in!the!PBP.!This!non–specific!staining!may!be! a! result! of! both! the! increased! antibody! incubation! times! and! insufficient!washing! steps.! In! addition! some! staining,! which! resembled! the! nonJcontrol!staining! was! visible! in! both! secondary! only! control! images! (Figure! 12J13!secondary!only).!The!staining!in!both!the!positive!and!negative!controls!indicates!that!staining!seen!with!protocol!2!should!be!interpreted!with!caution.!However,!
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one! section! stained! with! Cell! Signalling! nNOS! did! reveal! one! brightly! labelled!nNOS!cell!in!the!PBP!distinct!from!the!diffuse!abundant!staining!seen!through!out!the!imaged!areas!(Figure!13!sections!2!1:500).!The!cell!was!in!close!proximity!to!TH+ve!neurons!and!fibres!but!no!colocalisation!was!visible.!The!staining!seen!in!this!section!was!similar!to!the!nNOS!staining!seen!in!the!PBP!with!protocol!1.!!
Figure%12:!Coronal!sections!of!colocalization!of!Sigma!nNOS!with!TH!in!the!PBP.!Protocol!2!at!dilutions!of!nNOS!1:500!and!1:1000,!sections!1J2.!Interpuduncular!nucleus! and! Cortex,! sections! 1.! Secondary! only! controls! with! Alexa! Fluor! 633!antiJrabbit.!Examples!of!70μm!perfused!fixed!sections!from!C57BL/6!mice!n=1,!animal!3.!Images!taken!with!a!10x,!20x!objective!lens!and!a!5x!zoom.!Scale!bar=!100!μm!(objective!10,!optical!section!thickness!6.233!μm)!and!10!μm!(objective!20!and!20x5,!optical!section!thickness!2.034!μm).!!Images!contain!5!Z!stacks!at!a!Z!step!size!of!1!μm.!!
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Figure%13:!Coronal!sections!of!colocalization!of!Cell!Signalling!nNOS!with!TH!in!the! PBP.! Protocol! 2! at! dilutions! of! nNOS! 1:500! and! 1:1000,! sections! 1J2.!Interpeduncular! nucleus! and! Cortex,! sections! 1.! Secondary! only! controls! with!Alexa! Fluor! 633! antiJrabbit.! Examples! of! 70μm! perfused! fixed! sections! from!C57BL/6!mice!n=1,!animal!4.!Images!taken!with!a!10x,!20x!objective!lens!and!a!5x!zoom.!Scale!bar=!100!μm!(objective!10,!optical! section! thickness!6.233!μm)!and!10!μm!(objective!20!and!20x5,!optical!section!thickness!2.034!μm).!!Images!contain!5!Z!stacks!at!a!Z!step!size!of!1!μm.!!!!!!!
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3.3.2.3. Protocol)3)In!protocol!3,!I!kept!the!same!detergent!incubation!step!and!the!incubation!times!as!used!in!protocol!2,!but!I!increased!the!number!and!length!of!the!washing!steps!in!an!attempt! to! reduce!background!staining.! In!addition! to! improve!antibodyJepitope!interactions!I!made!up!the!PFA!for!the!perfusion!in!a!phosphate!buffer!as!opposed!to!PBS.!!Lowering!the!salt!content!of!a!buffer!reduces!its!ionic!strength,!which!may!increase!specific!antibodyJepitope!interactions,!although!background!staining! (nonJspecific! primary! antibody! staining)! may! also! increase! (RamosJVara,!2005).!Protocol!3!did!increase!the!number!of!what!looked!like!cells!visible!in! the! PBP.! ! These! stained! structures! were! both! in! close! proximity! to! and!colocalized!with!DA!neurons!(Figure!14J15).!However!similar!staining!was!seen!in! the! cortex,! contrary! to! published! findings! (Figure! 14J15).! In! addition! what!resembled! cellular! staining! was! visible! in! both! the! PBP! and! the! cortex! in! the!secondary!only!controls!(Figure!14J15!secondary!only).!None!of!the!sparse!nNOS!staining!similar!to!what!was!seen!in!protocol!1!or!2!was!seen!in!protocol!3.!!The!visible!staining!in!the!secondary!only!controls!and!the!nonJspecific!staining!seen!in!the!positive!control!areas!suggest!that!the!staining!seen!with!protocol!3!may!not!be!a!true!reflection!of!nNOS!expression!in!the!PBP.!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Figure%14:!Coronal!sections!of!colocalization!of!Sigma!nNOS!!with!TH!in!the!PBP.!Protocol!3!at!dilutions!of!nNOS!1:500!and!1:1000,!sections!1J2.!Interpeduncular!nucleus! and! Cortex,! sections! 1.! Secondary! only! controls! with! Alexa! Fluor! 633!antiJrabbit.!Examples!of!70μm!perfused!fixed!sections!from!C57BL/6!mice!n=1,!animal!5.!Images!taken!with!a!10x,!20x!objective!lens!and!a!5x!zoom.!Scale!bar=!100!μm!(objective!10,!optical!section!thickness!6.233!μm)!and!10!μm!(objective!20!and!20x5,!optical!section!thickness!2.034!μm).!!Images!contain!5!Z!stacks!at!a!Z!step!size!of!1!μm.!!!!!!!!
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Figure%15:!Coronal!sections!of!colocalization!of!Cell!Signalling!nNOS!with!TH!in!the! PBP.! Protocol! 3! at! dilutions! of! nNOS! 1:500! and! 1:1000,! sections! 1J2.!Interpeduncular! nucleus! and! Cortex,! sections! 1.! Secondary! only! controls! with!Alexa! Fluor! 633! antiJrabbit.! Examples! of! 70μm! perfused! fixed! sections! from!C57BL/6!mice!n=1,!animal!6.!Images!taken!with!a!10x,!20x!objective!lens!and!a!5x!zoom.!Scale!bar=!100!μm!(objective!10,!optical! section! thickness!6.233!μm)!and!10!μm!(objective!20!and!20x5,!optical!section!thickness!2.034!μm).!!Images!contain!5!Z!stacks!at!a!Z!step!size!of!1!μm.!.!!!!!
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3.3.2.4. Comparison)of)the)3)nNOS)protocols))I!tried!three!protocols!in!an!attempt!to!optimise!nNOS!staining!in!the!PBP.!!With!protocol! 1! sparse! nNOS! staining!was! observed! in! six! PBP! sections! taken! from!one!animal!(animal!2)!using!two!different!nNOS!antibodies!(Figure!10!sections!1!1:1000;! sections!2!1:1000!and!1:1500)! (Figure!11! sections!1!1:500;! sections!2!1:500!and!1:1000).!Reasons!why!similar!staining!was!not!seen!in!the!first!animal!stained! with! protocol! 1! might! be! due! to! technical! errors! in! the! staining! and!section!handling!or!the!sparseness!of!nNOS!expression!in!the!PBP!(Figure!8J9).!It!must!be!stated!that!these!are!preliminary!results!and!staining!must!be!done!on!a!larger!number!of!animals!before!firm!conclusions!can!be!drawn.!Staining!was!in!close!proximity!to!but!not!colocalized!with!DA!neurons!and!fibres.!Staining!seen!in! the! cortex!and! interpeduncular!nucleus!was!as! reported! in! the! literature.! In!addition! there! was! very! little! nonJspecific! fluorescence! seen! with! protocol! 1!(Figure!10J11!secondary!only).!However,!as!a!result!of!the!high!background!seen!with! protocol! 1,! I! attempted! to! increase! permeability! of! both! the! primary! and!secondary!antibodies!by!adding!in!a!detergent!incubation!step!and!increasing!the!incubation!times!for!both!the!primary!and!secondary!antibodies!(Weruaga!et!al.,!1998).! In! addition,! in! protocol! 3! I! used! a! different! phosphate! buffer! during!perfusions,!in!an!attempt!to!increase!specific!primary!antibody!staining!(RamosJVara,! 2005).! Staining,! however,! did! not! improve! with! the! added! optimisation!steps.!Both!protocol!2!and!protocol!3! showed!nonJspecific! staining! in!both! the!cortex! and! in! the! secondary! controls! (Figure! 12J15).! Furthermore,! the! sparse!nNOS!staining!that!was!visible!in!the!PBP!with!protocol!1!was!less!apparent!with!protocol!2!and!3.! In!conclusion,!protocol!1!produced!the!most!reliable!staining.!However,!due!to!the!contradictory!reports!of!nNOS!expression!in!the!VTA!in!the!
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literature,!testing!nNOS!immunostaining!in!global!nNOS!knockout!mice!would!be!advisable! before! drawing! a! firm! conclusion! on! nNOS! expression! in! the! VTA!(Huang!et!al.,!1993).!!
 Conclusion!!3.4.
In! this! chapter! I! have! looked! at! the! expression! of! nNOS! in! the! PBP! of!mice! in!relation! to! DA! neurons.! I! have! used! several! protocols,! nNOS! antibodies! and!controls!for!antibody!specificity!in!an!attempt!to!reveal!genuine!nNOS!expression!in! the! PBP.! After! analysis! of! the! three! nNOS! immunohistochemical! protocols!used! I! have! decided! that! the! isolated! nNOS! expression! seen! primarily! in! my!protocol!1!staining!is!most!likely!a!reflection!of!actual!nNOS!expression!and!it!is!this! staining! which! I! will! address! in! the! discussion! (Figure! 10J11).! This!conclusion!was!drawn!because!both! the!positive!and!negative! controls!used! in!protocol!2!and!3!called!into!question!the!specificity!of!the!nNOS!staining!(Figure!11J14).! A! detailed! comparison! of! the! three! nNOS! staining! protocols! has! been!given!above.!Although!most!of!this!sparse!nNOS!staining!was!seen!in!one!animal,!very! similar! staining! was! seen! in! six! sections! of! the! PBP,! using! two! different!nNOS!antibodies!at!a!wide!range!of!different!concentrations!(Figure!10!sections!1!1:1000;!sections!2!1:1000!and!1:1500)!(Figure!11!sections!1!1:500;!sections!2!1:500! and! 1:1000).! In! addition! similar! staining!was! seen! in! one! section! of! the!PBP!stained!using!protocol!2!(Figure!13!sections!2!1:500).!!NOJcGMP! signalling! in! the! VTA! has! been! hypothesised! to! act! in! a! negative!feedback! capacity! potentiating! GABA! release! from! presynaptic! neurons,!dampening!postsynaptic!VTA!and!DA!excitability!and!thus!DA!release!(Nugent!et!
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al.,!2009;!Nugent!et!al.,!2007).!In)vivo!morphine!administration!has!been!shown!to! prevent! LTPGABA! (Niehaus! et! al.,! 2010).! ! As! a! result! of! electrophysiological!recordings!and!pharmacological!manipulation,! it!has!been!suggested!that!nNOS!is!expressed!in!DA!neurons!of!the!VTA!and!that,!in!response!to!stimulation!of!DA!neurons,!NO! is!produced!and!acts!retrogradely! to!potentiate!presynaptic!GABA!release!onto!DA!neurons!in!the!VTA!(Nugent!et!al.,!2007).! !However,!due!to!the!limited! literature! on! nNOS! expression! in! the! VTA! this! hypothesis! is! not!substantially!supported!by!expression!data!(Arntramos!et!al.,!1992;!CavalcantiJKwiatkoski! et! al.,! 2010;! Klejbor! et! al.,! 2004;! Rodrigo! et! al.,! 1994;! Vincent! and!Kimura,! 1992).! Results! of! my! nNOS! staining! suggest! that! there! is! some! nNOS!expression! in! the! PBP! and! that! these! cells! are! in! close! proximity! to! DA! Cell!bodies! and! fibres,! but!not! colocalized!with! them! (Figure!10! sections!1!1:1000;!sections!2!1:1000!and!1:1500)!(Figure!11!sections!1!1:500;!sections!2!1:500!and!1:1000)!(Figure!13!sections!2!1:500).!The!expression!of!nNOS!cells!close!to!DA!fibres! and! cell! bodies! but! not! colocalized! with! DA! cells! has! been! previously!reported! both! in! the! VTA! and! in! the! SN! (GonzalezJHernandez! and! Rodriguez,!2000;!Mitkovski!et!al.,!2012;!Samdani!et!al.,!1997).!One!possibility!might!be!that!nNOS! cells! are! expressed! in! GABA! neurons! in! the! VTA! and! that! interaction!between! DA! and! GABA! neurons! in! the! VTA! results! in! NO! production! and!GABA(LTP)! onto! VTA! DA! neurons.! Alternatively! stimulation! of! slice! might! be!inducing! NO! production! from! GABA! neurons.! nNOS! expression! in! the! SN! has!been! shown! to! be! expressed! in! GABA! neurons! (GonzalezJHernandez! and!Rodriguez,!2000).!!!
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In! conclusion! although!my! results! suggest! that! nNOS! is! expressed! in! the! PBP,!close!to!but!not!colocalized!with!DA!neurons,! further! investigation!is!necessary!for! a! full! understanding! of! nNOS! expression! in! the! VTA.! Although! six! animals!were! used! in! my! investigation! into! nNOS! expression! in! the! VTA,! only! two!animals!were!stained!with!a!protocol!likely!to!give!accurate!results.!Thus!a!larger!number!of!animals!are!needed!in!order!to!give!an!idea!of!the!number!of!cells!that!express!nNOS! in! the!PBP.!An! investigation! into!other!subnuclei!of! the!VTA!will!also!provide!added!insight! into!nNOS!expression!in!the!VTA!as!a!whole.!Due!to!the!confusion!in!the!literature!with!regards!to!nNOS!expression!in!the!VTA!and!SN,! the!use!of!nNOS!global!knockout!mice!would!be! the! ideal!control! for!nNOS!primary!antibody!specificity!(Huang!et!al.,!1993).!It!has!been!shown!that!nNOS!is!expressed!in!GABA!cells!in!the!SN,!this!has!not!however!been!looked!at!the!VTA,!an!idea!for!future!work!would!be!to!look!at!nNOS!staining!in!the!VTA!in!relation!to!GABA!neurons!(GonzalezJHernandez!and!Rodriguez,!2000).!!!!!!!!!!!
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4. Chapter(3.( Expression(of(DDAH1(protein( in(midbrain(
dopamine)neurons)%
 Introduction!4.1.
Both!DDAH1!gene!and!protein!expression!has!been!shown!in!the!brain!including!the!VTA!(Nakagomi!et!al.,!1999).!!As!DDAH1!mRNA!has!been!shown!in!the!human!SN! and! the! mouse! VTA! the! DDAH1JADMAJNOS! pathway! may! regulate! NO!production! in! this! area! affecting! NO’s! negative! feedback! role! in! DA! regulation!(Nakagomi!et!al.,!1999;!Tran!et!al.,!2000).!It! is!not!known,!however,!which!VTA!cell! types! express! DDAH1.! As! a! first! step! to! investigating! DDAH1’s! role! in!regulating! NO! in! the! VTA! we! have! attempted! to! map! DDAH1! expression! in!relation!to!PBP!DA!neurons!using!immunohistochemistry.!!!
4.1.1. DDAH1%protein%
4.1.1.1. Identification)of)DDAH1)in)cellLtypes)and)tissues))DDAH1! gene! and! protein! expression! has! been! shown! in!many! different! tissue!types!(Leiper!et!al.,!2007;!Tran!et!al.,!2000).!!Although!gene!expression!has!been!shown!in!the!VTA,!DDAH1!expression!in!specific!neuronal!cells!has!not!yet!been!looked!at!in!this!area.!It!has!been!suggested!that!DDAH1!is!primarily!expressed!in!vascular!endothelial!cells.!!Although!the!VTA!was!not!looked!at!specifically!this!suggestion! is! based! on! expression! data! from! DDAH1! vascular! endothelialJspecific! knockout!mice! in!which!DDAH1! expression! in! kidney,! lung,! brain,! and!liver,!was!greatly! reduced! (Hu!et! al.,! 2009).!However!DDAH1!protein!has!been!
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4.1.1.2. DDAH1)antibodies))A!polyclonal! goat! anti!DDAH1!antibody!has!been!developed! in!our! lab,! against!DDAH1! peptide! DDAH1238J252! which! recognises! the! DDAH1! protein! (WojciakJStothard!et!al.,!2007).!The!DDAH1!antibody!is!raised!against!a!synthetic!peptide,!which! is! identical! in! mice,! rats! and! humans! (Magrane! M.! and! the! UniProt!consortium,!2011).!There!is!92.9%!homology!between!the!rat,!mouse!and!human!DDAH1!amino!acid! sequence! (Magrane!M.! and! the!UniProt! consortium.,!2011).!The!strength!of!this!antibody!lies!in!its!selectivity!against!the!DDAH1!isoform!as!opposed! to!DDAH2.!This!DDAH1!antibody!was!developed! as! follows:! serum!of!peptideJinoculated! goats!was! affinity! purified,! using! columns! containing! beads!with!covalently!bound!DDAH1!peptides,!to!produce!working!solutions!of!DDAH1!antibody.!The!selectivity!of! this!antibody!has!previously!been!shown!in!our! lab!using!western! blotting! against!wild! type! and!DDAH1J/J!mice,! in! several! tissues!including! the! brain! (Dowsett! et! al.,! 2015! and! unpublished! data).! ! Recent!
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nanodropping! of! the! DDAH1! antibody! has! shown! it! to! have! a! protein!concentration!of!approximately!0.73mg/ml.!This!DDAH1!antibody!has!been!used!in! immunohistochemistry! to! show!DDAH1! expression! in! the! bronchial! smooth!muscle!and!nerves!and!the!endothelium!of! the!pulmonary!vasculature!of! foetal!and! neonatal! pigs,! and! to! indicate! that! DDAH1! is! localised! to! microvascular!endothelium!in!the!mouse!lung!(Arrigoni!et!al.,!2003;!Leiper!et!al.,!2007).!!!Several! commercial! DDAH1! antibodies! are! also! available! and! have! been! used!successfully! in! immunohistochemistry! in! the!brain! tissue! (Saratsis! et! al.,! 2012;!Uhlen! et! al.,! 2010).! Although! these! antibodies! have! been! used! primarily! in!human!tissue!they!have!been!tested!for!reactivity!in!other!species!including!mice.!!
4.1.2. DDAH1%global%knockout%mice%%DDAH1!knockout!mice!had!been!designed!and!generated!previous!to!my!joining!the! lab,! I! was! not! involved! in! designing! or! breeding! these! animals.! Initially!DDAH1J/J!knockout!mice!were!created!through!the!replacement!of!exon!1!of!the!mouse!DDAH1!gene!with!a!neomycin!cassette.!Exon!1!encodes!about!35%!of!the!total! protein.! The! global! homozygous! deletion! of! DDAH1! (produced! using! the!above! method)! proved! to! be! lethal! in! utero.! DDAH1+/J! mice! however! have!reduced!DDAH1!gene!and!protein!expression!in!several!tissues!known!to!express!DDAH1! and! the! DDAH1! activity! in! these! tissues! is! halved.! Tissues! in! which!DDAH1! protein! levels! were! decreased! included! brain,! heart! and! lung.! No!compensatory! increase! in!DDAH2!expression!was!seen.!Both!plasma!and!tissue!(including! the! brain)! levels! of! ADMA! are! significantly! raised! in!DDAH1J/+!mice!
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where! as! SDMA! levels! were! unchanged.! Indicating! DDAH1’s! role! in! the!metabolism!of!asymmetrical!methylarginines!(Leiper!et!al.,!2007)!
4.1.2.1. CreLloxP)system)Embryonic! lethality! seen! in! DDAH1J/J!mice!was! eventually! overcome! using! the!CreJloxP!system.!Two!mice!lines!are!needed!in!the!generation!of!knockout!mice!using!this!system.!A!floxed!line!in!which!the!region!of!the!gene!which!is!required!to!be!deleted!is!flanked!by!two!loxP!sites!and!a!second!mouse!line!in!which!the!expression! of! Cre! recombinase! is! under! the! control! of! a! tissue! specific! or! a!widely! expressed! promoter.! These! two! mice! lines! are! then! bred! and! in! mice!which!inherit!both!the!floxed!genes!and!the!Cre!transgene,!the!pairs!of!loxP!sites!are! recognised! by! the! Cre! recombinase! which! deletes! the! intervening! gene!sequence!(Davey!and!MacLean,!2006).!By!expressing!Cre!under!the!control!of!a!promoter! gene! that! is! ubiquitously! expressed! this! method! can! be! used! to!produce!global! knockout!mice.!Our! lab! subsequently!used!mice! expressing!Cre!under!the!control!of!the!promoter!beta!actin!to!generate!global!DDAH1!knockout!mice!(DDAH1J/J).!Beta!actin!is!ubiquitously!expressed!and!has!been!widely!used!in!the!development!of!global!knockout!mice!(Lewandoski!et!al.,!1997;!Moqrich!et!al.,!2004).!The!beta!actin!Cre!mice!were!a!gift!from!Dr!Manasi!Nandi.!Beta!actin!Cre!mice!were!crossed!with!DDAH1!floxed!mice!to!induce!a!deletion!at!the!same!exon!1!site!used!to!make!the!DDAH1+/J!mice.!DDAH1!floxed!mice!were!generated!by!Genoway!(Lyon!France),!and!received!as!heterozygous!mice.!!These!mice!have!a!LoxP! site! inserted!either! side!of!DDAH1!exon!1.!Heterozygous!beta!actin!Cre!mice! were! bred! with! heterozygous! DDAH1! floxed! mice! across! successive!generations!until!breeding!pairs!containing!one!heterozygous!DDAH1!floxed!beta!
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actin! Cre! positive! mouse! and! one! heterozygous! DDAH1! floxed! beta! actin! Cre!negative!mouse!could!be!set!up.!These!breeding!pairs!were!chosen!to!ensure!Cre!expression!remained!heterozygous,!thus!reducing!the!risk!of!Cre!toxicity.!As!the!Cre! promoter! beta! actin! is! expressed! in! the! germline,! successive! matings!rendered! the! expression! of! Cre! unnecessary! for! DDAH1! deletion,! thus!homozygous!DDAH1! floxed!Cre!negative!mice!do!not! express! the!DDAH1!gene!(DDAH1J/J!mice).! These! mice! show! no! breeding! or! adverse! severe! phenotypic!abnormalities.! This!mouse! strain! is! on! a!mixed! C57/Bl6! background.!We! have!shown!that!DDAH1!is!knocked!out!in!tissues!known!to!express!DDAH1!including!the! brain! and! plasma! ADMA! levels! are! significantly! increased! (unpublished!data).!!!!!Hu! et! al! 2011! has! also! developed! a! viable!DDAH1! knockout! via! an! alternative!method,! through! the! deletion! of! DDAH1! in! sperm,! giving! rise! to! DDAH1J/+!offspring;!which!were! then!mated! appropriately! to!male! global! knockout!mice!(Hu!et!al.,!2011).!!!
4.1.2.2. Antigen)retrieval)Aldehyde! fixation,! although!used!routinely! in! immunohistochemistry,! is!known!to! lead! to! crossJlinking! between! protein! amino! acid! residues,! thus! masking!antigens!and!limiting!optimal!binding!by!antibodies.!Two!methods!are!commonly!used!to!remove!these!crossJlinks!between!the!target!antigens!and!other!proteins,!enzymatic!digestion!and!heat!treatment.!!With!heat!treatment,!sections!are!often!put! in! a! sodium! citrate! solution!during!heating,! and! there! is! some! evidence! to!suggest!that!using!a!sodium!citrate!buffer!helps!to!maintain!the!integrity!of!the!
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sections! during! the! heating! process.! Although! heat! treatment! is! a!widely! used!method,! excessive! heat! can! lead! to! tissue! damage! and! increased! nonspecific!background!staining.!In!addition!very!high!temperatures!(over!85°C)!have!been!found!to!alter!the!secondary!and!tertiary!structure!of!some!antigens!preventing!optimal! binding! with! antibodies.! Factors! which! influence! the! effectiveness! of!heat!based!antigen!retrieval!include!the!pH!of!the!solution!in!which!the!tissue!is!immersed,! the! concentration!of! this! solution,! the!heating! temperature,! and! the!duration! of! the! heating! time.! The! antigen! retrieval! conditions! chosen! for! this!project!are!based!on!(Jiao!et!al.,!1999).!
 Materials!and!methods!!4.2.
4.2.1. Animals%and%breeding%%
4.2.1.1. Mice)For! the! knockout! and! control! experiments! a! homozygous! DDAH1! floxed! beta!actin! Cre! negative! mouse! (DDAH1J/J)!and! a! DDAH1! wild! type! (not! expressing!DDAH1! flox)! beta! actin! Cre! positive! control!mouse! (DDAH1+/+)!was! used.! This!mouse!strain!is!on!a!mixed!C57/Bl6!background.!Littermate!controls!were!used!to! reduce! genetic! variability.! The! breeding! of! these! mice! has! previously! been!described!in!detail!above.!!
4.2.1.2. Genotyping))Mice!were!weaned!at!3J4!weeks!of!age!and!ear!notched!for!identification;!a!tail!clipping!was!taken!for!genotyping.!Tail!clippings!were!digested!overnight!at!53°C!in! lysis! buffer! (Trix! base! 10mM;! MgCL2! 1.5! mM;! KCL! 5OmM;! gelatin! 0.01%;!Igepal!CAJ630!0.45%;!Tween!20!45%)!with!fungal!proteinase!K.!After!digestion!
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the!proteinase!K!was!deactivated!at!94°C!for!10!minutes.!To!identify!genotypes!endpoint!PCR!was!carried!out!and!run!on!agarose!gel.!
4.2.1.3. EndLpoint)PCR)for)genotyping))The! polymerase! chain! reaction! (PCR)! is! a! technique! designed! for! the!amplification!of!specific!regions!of!DNA.!EndJpoint!PCR!determines!the!quantity!of! DNA! at! the! end! of! the! amplification! protocol,! thereby! making! subtle!differences! in! expression! difficult! to! identify! as! the! reaction! can! become!saturated;! however! it! is! useful! for! determining! the! presence! or! absence! of!specific!parts!of!DNA!when!generating!transgenic!mice.!!Tail! clippings! were! digested! with! proteinase! K! at! 53°C! overnight! before!deactivating!the!enzyme!at!94°C!for!10!minutes.!DNA!was!amplified!using!a!heat!stable!DNA!polymerase,!Taq.!The!PCR!reaction!was!completed!using!1xReadymix!Taq! PCR! reaction! mix! which! contains! the! necessary! polymerase,! dNTPS! and!loading!dye!to!which!was!added!at!200nM.!Cycling!conditions!for!specific!primer!pairing!are!set!out!below.!Primer!sequence:!!
!
DDAH%1floxed%Primer%Protocol!Hold! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2!minutes!! ! 94°C!
Mouse%genotyping%primers%! Forward! Reverse!DDAH1Floxed! CGACCCACCGACTCAAAC!!! GAGCGAAATCCACCTCCTC!Cre! GCCTGCATTACCGGTAGATGCA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!GTGGCACATGGCGCGGACC!
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40!Cycles:!! ! ! ! ! ! 20!seconds!! ! 94°C!40!seconds!! ! 60°C!1!minute!! ! 72°C!Final!extension!! ! ! ! ! 5!minutes!! ! 72°C!
Cre%Primer%Protocol%Hold! ! ! ! ! ! ! 2!minutes!! ! 94°C!40!Cycles! ! ! ! ! ! 20!seconds!! ! 94°C!! ! ! ! ! ! ! 40!seconds!! ! 60°C!! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1!minutes!! ! 72°C!Final!extension! ! ! ! ! 5!minutes!! ! 72°C!!PCR! products! were! separated! by! gel! electrophoresis! on! a! 1.5%! agarose! gel!containing! 0.01%! ethidium! bromide.! DNA! products! were! visualised! under! UV!light.!
4.2.2. Immunohistochemistry%Perfusion!and!slicing!was!done!as!described!above.!If!antigen!retrieval!was!being!used,!sections!were!incubated!in!10mM!sodium!citrate!buffer!pH!8.5!(TriJsodium!citrate! sigma! 71402)!made! up! in! distilled! water)! for! 30!minutes! at! 80°C! in! a!water!bath.!After!sections!had!been!cooled!down!to!room!temperature!they!were!washed!in!PBS!to!remove!the!citrate!buffer!and!then!blocked!with!either!2%!fat!free!milk! ! (Oxiod! LP0031)! in! PBS! containing! 0.3%!Triton! XJ100! (PBSJT)! for! 1!hour! or! in! 0.2%! PBSJT! with! 6%! J12%! normal! donkey! serum! (NDS;! Jackson!Immuno! Research,! USA)! for! 1J2! hours! at! room! temperature.! They! were! then!incubated!overnight!at!room!temperature!with!the!appropriate!antibody,!either!
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C57BL/6!! 1:100! None! None! 6%;! 10%;!12%! NDS! in!0.2%!PBSJT! 2%! NDS! in!0.2%!PBSJT! 2%! NDS! in!0.2%!PBSJT! AlexaJ488!antiJgoat! !C57BL/6!! 1:100! None! None! 6%;! 10%;!12%! NDS! in!0.2%!PBSJT! 2%! NDS! in!0.2%!PBSJT! 0.2%!PBSJT! AlexaJ488!antiJgoat!! Secondary!only!C57BL/6!! 1:300;!1:10K;!1:100K;!1:M! AntiJTH!polyclonal!rabbit!antibody!!
10mM!sodium!citrate!buffer!pH!8.5!




2%! fat! free!milk! in! 0.3%!PBSJT! 2%! fat! free!milk! in! 0.3%!PBSJT! 0.2%!PBSJT! Alexa! 488J!antiJrabbit,!Alexa! 633J!antiJgoat!
!!!!!!
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4.2.3. Confocal,microscopy,,Images!were!taken!of!the!medial!PBP!wherever!possible!(Bregma!;3.64)!(Figure!7).!A! Leica!TCS! SP5! I! confocal! laser! scanning!microscope! (Leica!Microsystems,!Germany)!was!used!to!view!the!sections,!and!images!were!captured!using!Leica!Application! Suite! software! (Leica! Microsystems,! Germany).! Sections! were!viewed!through!a!20x!/!0.7!numerical!aperture!dry!HC!Plan;Apochromat!CS!DIC!objective,! and! a! 40x/! 1.25! numerical! aperture! oil!HC!Plan;Apochromat! CS!DIC!objective!with!a!x2!and!a!x6!zoom.!Optical!section!thicknesses!for!the!objectives!were! 2.034μm! for! objective! 20x! and! 0.969μm! for! objective! 40x.! Calculated!resolution! of! objectives! based! on! a! wavelength! of! 488nm! were! as! follows:!objective! 20x! resolution! xy:! 279nm,! resolution! z:! 768nm,! objective! 40x!resolution! xy:! 156nm,! resolution! z:! 334nm.! The! image! resolution! information!were!as!follows:!objective!20x!image!size:!775!μm2!pixel!size:!378.60!nm2!!image!resolution:! 0.37! μm2!/pixels.! Objective! 40x2! image! size:! 193.75! μm2!pixel! size:!94.65!nm2!image! resolution!0.09!μm2!/pixels.!Objective! 40x6! image! size:! 64.58!μm2!pixel!size:!31.55nm2!image!resolution:0.03!μm2!/pixel.!A!pinhole!of!1!AU!was!used.!Capture!resolution!was!2048!x!2048.!Z!step!size!was!1!μm!and!9!Z!stacks!were!taken!for!all!objectives!and!9!Z!stacks!were!used!for!all!images.!!!!Alexa!Fluor!488!was!excited!by!a!488!nm!line!of!an!Argon!laser!and!Alexa!Fluor!633!was!excited!by!a!633!nm! line!of! a!HeNe! laser.!Emission! settings! for!Alexa!Fluor!488!were!513;564nM!and! for!Alexa!Fluor!633!were!643;703.!A! cell!was!considered!to!be!negative!for!specific!DDAH1!staining!if!it!either!was!not!stained!at!all!or! if! the!staining!was!similar!to!that!seen!uniformly!across!the!tissue!and!was! not! localised! to! any! distinct! structure.! Sequential! scanning! was! used! to!
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prevent!crossover!of!fluorescence!emission.!Images,!which!were!to!be!compared,!were! taken!under! identical! settings.! Following! capture! images!were!processed!with!general!brightness!and!contrast!curve!adjustments!in!Adobe!Photoshop!CS5!(Adobe!Systems!Incorporated)!where!necessary.!
4.2.4. Western,blotting,,Western! blotting,! first! developed! by! Towbin! (1979)! is! a! method! to! detect!relative!amounts!of!a!specific!protein! in!cell! tissue.!Proteins!are! first!separated!by!gel!electrophoresis!before!being!transferred!to!a!membrane.!Proteins!are!then!probed! by! a! specific! primary! antibody! before! the! signal! is! amplified! by! a!secondary! antibody.! Protein! detection! is! performed! by! cheilumiescent!method!and!relative!expression!analysed!against!housekeeper!proteins!beta!tubulin!and!beta!actin.!Protein!lysates!were!prepared!for!western!blotting!by!adding!lamelli!buffer!and!heating!to!94°C!to!break!cysteine!bonds!in!tertiary!structures.!Protein!separation!is! achieved! on! a! resolving! gel! where! the! speed! and! level! of! separation! is!determined!by!the!percentage!of!acrylaminde!present.!A!12%!resolving!gel!was!made!with!the!following!recipe:!4.35mL!dH20;!3ml!40%!acrylamide/BIS!37.5:1;!2.5ml!1.5M!Tris;Hcl!pH8.8;!100ul!100%!SDS;!5ul!TEMED;!50ul!10%!APS!(all!from!Biorad).! The! stacking! gel! as! follows:! (10ml! of! 4%);! 6.32ml! dH2O;! 1! ml!acrylamide/Bis! 37.5:1;! 2.52ml! 0.5M! Tris;Hcl! pH6.8;! 100ul! 10%! SDS;! 10ul!TEMED;!50ul!10%!APS.!The!full!protocol!for!western!blotting!is!described!below.!!Proteins!were!denatured!by!heating!for!5!minutes!at!95°C!in!a!β;ME!containing!loading! buffer.! Equal! quantities! of! lysates! were! separated! on! a! 12.5%! SDS!
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polyacrylamide! gel! by! electrophoresis! alongside! a! protein! molecular! weight!marker! (Precision! Plus! Protein! All! Blue,! Biorad).! Separated! proteins! were!transferred! onto! a! nylon!membrane! (Hybond!N+,! GE!Healthcare! Life! Sciences,!Buckinghamshire)!by!electrobloting!overnight! at!4°C.!Proteins!of! interest!were!demonstrated! by! the! binding! of! specific! antibodies!with! the! following! general!protocol:!Blocking!of!non;specific!binding!1!hour! 5%!milk!in!PBS;Tween!0.2%!(PBS;T)!Wash!3!x!30mins! PBS;T!Primary!antibody!incubation!2!hours! Various! concentrations! (DDAH1!1:3000)!in!5%!milk!in!PBS;T!!!Wash!3!x!30mins! ! ! ! PBS;T!Secondary!antibody!incubation! ! !2!hours!1/3000!in!5%!milk!in!PBS;T!Wash!3!x!30mins! ! ! ! PBS;T!Chemiluminescent!Detection!! !ECL! Plus! Detection! System! as! per!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!instructions! (GE! Healthcare! Life!Sciences)!!!
 Results''4.3.
4.3.1. Initial,staining,
4.3.1.1. Establishing/an/optimal/blocking/concentration///As! immunohistochemistry! with! the! DDAH1! polyclonal! goat! antibody! had! not!previously! been! used! in! mouse! brain! slices! before,! we! chose! a! high! initial!dilution!of!the!antibody!1:100.!This!dilution!was!roughly!based!on!dilutions!that!have!been!used!successfully! to!stain! for!DDAH1! in!other! tissues!with! the!same!antibody!(Arrigoni!et!al.,!2003;!Leiper!et!al.,!2007).!We!also!used!a!standard!lab!protocol!for!immunohistochemistry!in!the!VTA!of!mouse!brain!slices.!Our!initial!
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attempt,!using!NDS!(2%)!in!the!secondary!incubation!mixture!did!not!reveal!any!staining! in! the! VTA.! However! DDAH1! staining! was! present! in! the! cortex;! this!staining!was!not!present!in!DDAH1;/;!mice!(Figure!17).!!!Removing!the!NDS!from!the!secondary!incubation!mix!did!reveal!some!staining!in! the! VTA;! a! secondary! only! control! confirmed! that! this! staining!was! not! the!result! of! non;specific! fluorescence! from! the! secondary! antibody! (Burry,! 2011).!!As! background! staining! (non;specific! staining! from! the! primary! antibody!(DDAH1)!which!appeared!uniform!throughout! the! image!and!was!not! localised!or!a!have!a!distinct!shape)!was!still!very!high!in!these!images,!we!experimented!with! different! blocking! concentrations! of! NDS! (6%,! 10%! and! 12%).! Although!increasing! the! concentration!of!NDS!did! reduce!background,! cell! body! staining!was!also!noticeably!less!clear!at!higher!blocking!concentrations!(Figure!18).!!!!!!!!
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4.3.2.1. Antigen/retrieval//As!background!was!still!very!high,!and!DDAH1!cellular!staining! in! the!VTA!not!very! clear,!we!decided! to! try! a! citrate!buffer! antigen! retrieval!protocol!using!a!slighter!lower!dilution!of!DDAH1!antibody!1:300.!Staining!was!clearer!using!this!protocol!and!more!cells!were!visible!(Figure!18).!In!addition!to!DDAH1!we!also!stained!for!TH,!both!to!examine!colocalization!between!DDAH1!and!DA!neurons!in!the!VTA!and!to!aid!in!identifying!different!regions!of!the!VTA.!!DDAH1!staining!appeared!both!within!the!PBP!and!outside!this!area!(indicated!by!white!arrows)!including!the!medial!mammillary!nucleus.!At!objective!40!(zoom!2!and!6)!there!was!very!dense!staining!of!DDAH1!positive!cell!bodies!and!cellular!processes!in!the!PBP.!All!TH!positive!cells!appeared!to!stain!for!DDAH1.!TH!negative!DDAH1!
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positive! cells!where! also! visible! (indicated! by! yellow! arrows).!DDAH1! staining!appeared! cytoplasmic! as! well! as! in! the! nucleus! and! in! the! cellular! processes!!although!we!did!not!confirm!this!with!a!marker!(Figure!19).!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Figure,19:!Coronal!sections!of!citrate!buffer!antigen!retrieval.!Colocalization!of!DDAH1!with!TH!in!the!PBP!of!C57BL/6!mice!n=1.!!At!dilutions!of!DDAH1!1:300.!Examples!of!70μm!perfused!fixed!sections.!Images!taken!with!a!20x,!40x!2!zoom!and! 40x6! zoom! objective! lens.! DDAH1! staining! outside! the! VTA! is! illustrated!with!white!arrows!and!DDAH1!cells!not!colocalized!with!TH!illustrated!by!yellow!arrow.!Scale!bar=!100!μm!(objective!20,!optical!section!thickness!2.034!μm)!and!10!μm!(objective!40x2!and!40x6,!optical!section!thickness!0.969!μm).!Z!step!size!was!1!μm!and!9!Z!stacks!were!taken!for!all!objectives.!!!!!
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4.3.2.2. Optimising/concentrations/As!background!staining!was!still!very!high!using!antigen!retrieval,!we!decided!to!find! the! lowest! possible! concentration! that! provided! staining! with! limited!background.! We! tried! a! range! of! dilutions! for! the! DDAH1! antibody! 1:300! to!1:million.!!At!low!magnification,!cells!where!still!visible!both!within!and!outside!the!PBP,!a!distinct!concentration!gradient!was!not!as!visible!at!objective!20!as!it!was! with! the! higher! objectives,! however! this! may! be! to! do! with! the! fact! that!brightness!was!adjusted!using!Photoshop!at!objective!20!(Figure!20).! !Although!using! a! higher! objective! staining! did! decrease! noticeably! with! decreasing!concentration!of!DDAH1!antibody,!it!was!still!possible!to!distinguish!stained!cell!bodies! even! at! very! low! concentrations! of! antibody.! However! with! a! high!magnification! less! cellular! detail! was! visible! at! low! concentrations! of! the!antibody!(Figure!22).!A!secondary!only!control!using!both!secondary!antibodies!did!not!reveal!any!non;specific!fluorescence!(Figure!21).!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Figure, 21:! Coronal! sections!of! colocalization!of!DDAH1!with!TH! in! the!PBP!of!C57BL/6! mice.! At! dilutions! of! DDAH1! 1:300,! 1:10! thousand! (10K),! 1:100!thousand!(100K)!and!1:million!(1:M).!Secondary!only!controls!with!Alexa!Fluor!488! anti;rabbit! and! 633! anti;goat.! Examples! of! 70μm! perfused! fixed! sections!from!C57BL/6!mice!n=1.!Images!taken!with!a!40x!objective!lens!and!a!2x!zoom!optical!section!thickness!0.969!μm.!Scale!bar=!10!μm.!Z!step!size!was!1!μm!and!9!Z!stacks!were!taken!for!all!objectives!
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Figure, 22:! Coronal! sections! of! colocalization! of! DDAH1! TH! in! the! PBP! of!C57BL/6! mice.! At! dilutions! of! DDAH1! 1:300,! 1:10! thousand! (10K),! 1:100!thousand!(100K)!and!1:million!(1:M).!Examples!of!70μm!perfused!fixed!sections!from!C57BL/6!mice!n=1.!Images!taken!with!a!40x!objective!lens!and!a!6x!zoom,!optical!section!thickness!0.969.!Scale!bar=!10!μm.!Z!step!size!was!1!μm!and!9!Z!stacks!were!taken!for!all!objectives!
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Figure,26:!Coronal!sections!of!colocalization!of!DDAH1!TH!in!the!PBP!of!!DDAH1;/;! n=1! and!DDAH1+/+!mice!n=1.!At! dilutions! of!DDAH1!1:! 10! thousand! (1:10K).!Examples!of!70μm!perfused!fixed!sections.!Images!taken!with!a!40!objective!lens!with!a!2x!and!6x!zoom,!optical!section!thickness!0.969.!Scale!bar=!10!μm.!Z!step!size!was!1!μm!and!9!Z!stacks!were!taken!for!all!objectives!!!!
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Figure,29:!Coronal!sections!of!DDAH1!staining!in!the!cortex!of!DDAH1;/;!n=1!and!DDAH1+/+!mice! n=1.At! dilutions! of! DDAH1! 1:! 300! and! 1:! 10! thousand! (1:10K)!using!citrate!buffer!antigen!retrieval.!Examples!of!70μm!perfused!fixed!sections.!Images! taken! with! a! 40! objective! lens! and! 6x! zoom,! optical! section! thickness!0.969!μm.!Scale!bar=!10!μm.!Z!step!size!was!1!μm!and!9!Z!stacks!were!taken!for!all!objectives!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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 Conclusion''4.4.
I!used!a!DDAH1!polyclonal!goat!antibody! in!conjunction!with!a!TH!antibody! to!examine! DDAH1! protein! expression! in! DA! neurons! of! the! PBP.! As! DDAH1!regulates!NO!production,!we!hypothesised!that!this!enzyme!might!be!involved!in!NO!regulation! in!DA!neurons!of! the!PBP.!As!a! first! step!we!attempted! to! show!DDAH1!protein!expression!in!or!in!close!proximity!to!these!DA!neurons.!!!Our! initial! immunohistochemistry! protocol! (DDAH1! 1:100)! revealed! DDAH1!staining! in! the! cortex! of! C57BL/6!male!mice! (Figure! 17),! but! no! staining!was!visible!in!the!midbrain.!Visually!this!staining!resembled!protoplasmic!astrocytes!rather! than! neurons,! although! we! did! not! confirm! this! by! staining! for! an!astrocyte! marker! (Oberheim! et! al.,! 2009;! Sofroniew! and! Vinters,! 2010).! Our!results! are! in! agreement!with! the! human! protein! atlas,! which! reports! distinct!DDAH1!expression!in!the!astrocytes!of!the!CNS!and!strong!expression!in!cortical!glial!cells.!Furthermore,!DDAH1!mRNA!expression!has!been!shown!in!the!cortex!of! rats,! humans! and!mice! (Lein! et! al.,! 2007;!Nakagomi! et! al.,! 1999;!Tran! et! al.,!2000).! As! there! has! been!no! characterisation! of! a!DDAH1!negative! area! in! the!brain,!it!was!impossible!to!use!a!part!of!the!brain!as!a!negative!control.!However!this!distinct!cortical!staining!was!absent!in!the!cortex!of!DDAH1;/;!mice!indicating!that!it!is!specific!for!DDAH1!protein!expression!(Figure!17).!!Using!these!conditions,!we!did!not!observe!reliable!staining!in!the!VTA!although!it!is!worth!noting!that!in!our!labs!experience!antibodies!do!not!always!work!well!in!the!VTA!although!they!might!produce!good!staining!in!other!areas!of!the!brain.!
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Removing! NDS! from! the! secondary! antibody! incubation! mixture! did! result! in!DDAH1!cell!body!expression!in!the!VTA.!However!background!staining!was!very!high,! increasing! the! blocking! concentration! did! reduce! background! staining!somewhat! but! did! also! significantly! reduce! the! quality! of! cell! body! staining!(Figure! 18).! Removing! NDS! from! the! secondary! antibody! incubation! mixture!does! increase! the! risk! of! nonspecific! fluorescent! staining! from! the! secondary!antibody.! However! no! fluorescence! was! seen! in! our! secondary! only! antibody!controls! indicating! that! the!DDAH1!staining!visible!was!specific! to! the!primary!antibody!(Figure!18)!(Burry,!2011).!!To!improve!DDAH1!staining!in!the!VTA!we!used!a!citrate!buffer!antigen!retrieval!protocol!(Jiao!et!al.,!1999).!!Antigen!retrieval!breaks!covalent!bonds,!which!form!during! the! fixation! process,! masking! antigens! and! thus! preventing! maximum!antibody! binding.! As! antigen! retrieval! increases! antibody! binding! I! used! a!slightly! lower!concentration!of!DDAH1!antibody!(1:300)!to!decrease!the!risk!of!non;specific!primary!antibody! staining.!Dense!DDAH1!staining!was! seen! in! the!VTA! and! in! surrounding! areas! and!DDAH1! staining!was! present! in! all! PBP!DA!cells! as! well! as! in! TH! negative! cells! (Figure! 19).! mRNA! analysis! using! both!northern!blotting!and!in;situ!hybridization!has!shown!DDAH1!expression!in!both!the! VTA! and! SN! of! rats,! mice! and! humans! (Lein! et! al.,! 2007;! Nakagomi! et! al.,!1999;!Tran!et!al.,!2000).!However!although!high!DDAH1!protein!expression!has!been!shown!in!several!different!regions!of!the!brain!it!has!not!been!looked!at!in!VTA!or!in!relation!to!VTA!DA!neurons!(Uhlen!et!al.,!2010).!!!VTA!DDAH1!staining!was! present! in! the! cytoplasm,! the! nucleus! and! in! cellular! processes! this! is!
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contrary! to! previous! published! findings! in! which! DDAH1! tissue! expression! is!primary!cytoplasmic!(Uhlen!et!al.,!2010).!!As!we!were! using! a! relatively! high! concentration! of! antibody! and! non;specific!DDAH1!antibody!staining!still!appeared!very!prominent!we!experimented!with!a!range! concentrations,! 1:300,! 1:0K,! 1:100K! and! 1:million.! Staining! was! visible!both!within! and!outside! the!PBP! at! all! concentrations! of! antibody! (Figure!20).!Higher! objective! images! show! a! clear! concentration! gradient! with! DDAH1!staining!within!the!PBP!(Figure!21;22).!The!necessity!to!adjust!the!brightness!of!images!taken!with!a!20x!objective!might!explain!why!the!concentration!gradient!of! DDAH1! staining! is! not! as! distinct! at! this! low! magnification! (Figure! 20).!Staining!was! still! visible! in!both!TH!positive! and!TH!negative! cells! even! at! the!lowest! concentrations! of! DDAH1! antibody! used! although! the! brightness! and!detail!of!staining!did!decrease!with!decreasing!concentration!of!antibody!(Figure!21;22).! As! this! protocol! used! different! blocking! and! washing! products! we!repeated,!a!secondary!only!control,!no!fluorescence!was!visible!with!this!control!(Figure!21)!!Following!the!trial!of!different!concentrations!of!the!DDAH1!antibody!we!tested!all! four!concentrations!on!a!DDAH1;/;!mouse!and!a!DDAH1+/+!littermate!control.!Although! DDAH1! staining! appeared! noticeably! less! bright! and! less! detailed! in!DDAH1;/;!mice! it! was! none! the! less! still! visible,! both! in! TH! positive! and! TH!negative!cells!at!all!concentrations,!both!within!and!with!out!the!PBP!(Figure!23;28).! The! difference! between! wild! type! and! knockout! staining! was! most!noticeable!at!the!highest!concentration!of!DDAH1!antibody!used!(1:300)!(Figure!
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23! and! 25).! ! The! distinct! DDAH1! cortical! staining! seen! with! DDAH1! (1:100)!(Figure! 17)! was! still! visible! using! the! antigen! retrieval! protocol! at! dilution! of!DDAH1!1:300.!This! staining!was!absent!both! in!DDAH1;/;!slices! at! a!dilution!of!1:300! and! in! DDAH1+/+! control! slices! at! DDAH1! dilution! 1:10K! (Figure! 19),!indicating!that!this!staining!is!a!true!reflection!of!DDAH1!expression!in!this!area.!!Different! staining,! resembling! that! of! cell! body! staining!was! also! visible! in! the!cortex!but!the!presence!of!this!staining!in!the!cortex!of!DDAH1;/;!slices!suggests!it!might!be!an!artefact!rather!than!an!indication!of!DDAH1!expression!(Figure!29,!indicated!by!white!arrows).!!!It!must! be! taken! into! consideration! that! the!DDAH1;/;!and!DDAH1+/+!littermate!controls!differed!in!their!Cre!expression.!The!DDAH1;/;!mouse!was!Cre!negative!and! the! DDAH1+/+! littermate! control! Cre! positive.! ! These! were! the! only! mice!available!to!us!due!to!a!low!breeding!yield!during!this!time.!These!mice!are!the!result!of!numerous!past!breeding!and!as!Cre!is!under!the!control!of!a!promoter!expressed! in! the! germline! (beta! actin)! Cre! expression! is! not! necessary! for! the!deletion! of! DDAH1! in! these!mice.! However! Cre! expression! has! been! shown! to!affect!the!phenotype!of!some!transgenic!animals!(Lee!et!al.,!2006;!Smith,!2011).!Thus,! although! unlikely! to! be! affecting! DDAH1! expression,! the! difference!between!the!Cre!expression!in!DDAH1;/;!slices!and!controls!cannot!be!completely!ruled!out! as! a!possible! explanation! for! the!differences! seen! in!DDAH1! staining!seen!between!the!two.!!!In! conclusion,! differences! in! brightness! and! detail! between!DDAH1! staining! in!the! VTA! of! DDAH1;/;! and! DDAH1+/+! controls! may! suggest! that! DDAH1! is!
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expressed! in! this! area,! both! in! dopaminergic! and! non;dopaminergic! neurons.!However!owing!to!the!clear!presence!of!non;specific!DDAH1!staining!in!the!VTA!of!DDAH1;\;!slices!our!results!using!this!DDAH1!antibody!are!not!robust!enough!either!to!conclusively!show!DDAH1!expression! in!the!VTA!or!to!go! into!a!more!detailed!analyse!of!DDAH1!positive!cells.!A!possible!future!experiment!would!be!to! use! the! commercial! DDAH1! sigma! antibody! (HPA006308)! in! the! VTA.! This!antibody!has! successfully!been!used! in!human!brain! tissue! to! stain! for!DDAH1!protein!(Uhlen!et!al.,!2010).!Although!this!commercial!antibody!may!not!have!the!selectivity!for!DDAH1!over!DDAH2!that!our!antibody!does,!in!the!adult!brain!this!does! not! pose! a! problem! as! DDAH1! has! been! shown! to! be! predominantly!expressed!in!most!adult!brain!regions!(Tran!et!al.,!2000).!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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5. Overall'Conclusion',
NO! is! a! highly! diffusible,! reactive,! membrane! permeable! gas! which! acts! as! a!signalling!molecule!in!a!wide!variety!of!tissues!including!the!brain!(Moncada!et!al.,! 1991).! NO! is! synthesized! by! the! intracellular! enzymes! NOS! which! oxidize!arginine! to! produce! NO! and! citrulline! in! a! NADPH;dependent! reaction!(Garthwaite,! 1991;! Knowles! et! al.,! 1989).! NO! is! well! suited! to! act! as! a!neuromodulator! because! it! is! diffusive! and! so! not! limited! by! spatial! or!directional! constraints! (Garthwaite!and!Boulton,!1995).!Three! isoforms!of!NOS!exist! but! nNOS! is! the! NOS! isoform! primarily! involved! in! physiological! NO!production! in! the! brain! (Demas! et! al.,! 1999;! Huang! et! al.,! 1993).! nNOS! is!constitutively!expressed,!and!calcium!dependent!producing!basal!levels!of!NO!in!picomolar!concentrations!(Moncada!et!al.,!1991).!!!Due! to! the! reactive! nature! of! NO! there! are!many! pathways!which! regulate! its!production! and! therefore! regulate! NO;signalling! (Vallance! and! Leiper,! 2002).!One! way,! in! which! NO! production! from! NOS! is! inhibited,! is! by! endogenously!produced! competitive! inhibitors! ADMA! and! L;NMMA.! This! type! of! regulatory!pathway!is!unique!to!NO!production.!Both!ADMA!and!L;NMNA!are!produced!in!the! brain! at! physiologically! significant! concentrations! (Cardounel! and! Zweier,!2002).!Most!of!ADMA!and!L;NMMA!removal!is!by!the!enzyme!DDAH!(Vallance!et!al.,! 1992).! ! Although! two! DDAH! enzymes! exist! DDAH1! is! the! primary! isoform!expressed!in!adult!brain!tissue!(Tran!et!al.,!2000).!DDAH1!has!been!shown!to!be!highly!expressed!in!the!VTA!(Nakagomi!et!al.,!1999).!!
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The!midbrain!DA!system! is! important! in! the! regulation!of!behaviour.! ! Lesional!studies! and! the! use! of! selective! DA! receptor! antagonists! have! shown! its!involvement! in!a!wide! range!of!behaviour! including! reward,!motivation,!motor!control! and! learning! (Wise,! 2004).! Dysfunction! of! this! system! has! been!implicated! in! a! number! of! different! disorders! including! Parkinson’s! disease,!schizophrenia,! drug! addiction! and! attention;deficit–hyperactivity! disorder!(ADHD)!(Bjorklund!and!Dunnett,!2007b).!The!VTA!and!the!SNC!are!the!two!main!sources! of! DA! input! for! the! limbic! and! striatal! region.! (Smeets! and! Gonzalez,!2000).! It! has! been! suggested! that! NO;cGMP! signalling! in! the! VTA! acts! as! a!negative! feedback! system! by! potentiating! GABA! release! from! presynaptic!neurons!(LTPGABA),!which!in!turn!dampens!postsynaptic!VTA!DA!excitability!and!thus! DA! release.! Based! on! electrophysiological! recordings! from! individual!postsynaptic!DA!VTA!neurons,!Nugent!et!al! (2007)!have!shown!that!prolonged!excitation! of! VTA!DA!neurons! results! in! an! increase! in! inhibitory! postsynaptic!currents! (IPSC)! onto! VTA! DA! neurons! (LTPGABA)! (Nugent! et! al.,! 2007).! These!findings!led!to!the!hypothesis!that!in!response!to!prolonged!excitement!VTA!DA!neurons!produce!NO,!which! then!acts!retrogradely!on!VTA;GABA!neurons! thus!potentiating!inhibitory!current!onto!VTA!DA!neurons.!!!However! although! electrophysiology! and! pharmacological! studies! suggest! that!NO!is!produced!by!VTA!DA!neurons,!this!assumption!is!not!substantially!backed!up!by!published!expression!data!for!nNOS!expression!the!VTA!(Arntramos!et!al.,!1992;! Cavalcanti;Kwiatkoski! et! al.,! 2010;! Klejbor! et! al.,! 2004;! Rodrigo! et! al.,!1994;! Vincent! and! Kimura,! 1992).! The! literature! is! contradictory! and! there! is!very!little!published!on!nNOS!expression!in!relation!to!VTA!DA!neurons.!!
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The!aim!of!my!project!was!to!investigate!nNOS!and!DDAH1!protein!expression!in!PBP!DA! neurons.! In! chapter! 2! I! used! two! primary! nNOS! antibodies! and! three!different!immunohistochemistry!protocols!in!addition!to!TH!staining!to!examine!nNOS!expression!in!relation!to!DA!neurons!in!the!PBP.!Only!one!of!my!protocols!seemed! to! provide! convincing! results,! based! on! the! results! of! the!immunohistochemistry! controls! used.! Although! non;specific! primary! antibody!staining!was!still!high!protocol!1!did!reveal!some!sparse!nNOS!cell!body!staining!in! six! sections!of! the!PBP.!nNOS! staining!was!not! colocalized!with!DA!neurons!but!was!in!close!proximity!to!DA!cell!bodies!or!fibres.!!Although!most!of!the!nNOS!staining!was! seen! in!only!one!animal,! it!was!present! for!both!nNOS!antibodies!used!and!a!range!of!different!antibody!concentrations.!My!results!are!similar!to!some! reports! in! the! literature,! which! suggests! there! is! little! colocalisation!between! DA! neurons! and! nNOS! in! the! PBP! (Klejbor! et! al.,! 2004).! Due! to! my!limited!n!number!I!am!not!able!to!draw!strong!conclusions!as!to!the!amount!of!nNOS!expressed!in!the!PBP,!but!based!on!my!small!sample!size!nNOS!expression!seems! scattered! and! few.! Future!work! should! include!nNOS! staining! on! global!nNOS! knockout! mice;! this! would! provide! a! very! reliable! control! for! nNOS!antibody!specificity.! It!would!also!be! interesting! to! look!at!nNOS!expression! in!relation!to!GABA!neurons!in!the!VTA.!nNOS!has!been!shown!to!be!expressed!in!GABA!neurons!in!the!SN!of!rats!(Gonzalez;Hernandez!and!Rodriguez,!2000).!!In!chapter!3!I!looked!at!DDAH1!protein!expression!in!relation!to!PBP!DA!neurons!using!immunohistochemistry.!What!appeared!to!be!defuse!DDAH1!expression!in!both!cell!bodies!and!cellular!processes!was!visible!both!close!to!and!colocalized!with!DA!neurons.!Although!the!brightness!of!my!DDAH1!expression!was!reduced!
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in!DDAH1!global!knockout!mice! it!was!still!present.!Therefore,! I!was!unable! to!draw!a!reliable!conclusion!from!my!DDAH1!staining.!Repeating!staining!using!a!commercial!antibody!more!suited! to! immunohistochemistry!may!provide!more!accurate!results.!! !In!conclusion,!my!results!suggest!that!nNOS!is!expressed!in!the!PBP!of!mice,! in!close!proximity!to,!but!not!colocalized!with,!DA!neurons.!This!calls!into!question!the!hypothesis!that!NO!is!released!by!VTA!DA!neurons!in!response!to!stimulation!and! acts! retrogradely! on! GABA! neurons! (Nugent! et! al.,! 2007).! One! suggestion!could!be!that!NO!is!produced!by!GABA!neurons!in!response!to!VTA!stimulation.!Consistent!with!this,!it!has!been!shown!that!nNOS!is!expressed!by!GABA!neurons!in!the!SN!(Gonzalez;Hernandez!and!Rodriguez,!2000).!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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